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HEALTH AND SAFETY WARNING

This equipment contains exposed parts which are connected to Mains Voltage.  The mains
power supply must be isolated before any connections are made/removed or maintenance
work commenced.

This equipment MUST only be connected to the specified incoming mains power supply.

Persons permitted to use and/or work on this equipment must be appropriately qualified and
trained.  The contents of this handbook and all other relevant documents, safety notes, labels
etc, MUST be observed.

This equipment MUST not be modified or used in any way other than that for which it is
intended.  Any such modification or use will invalidate any warranty and may invalidate
Department of Transport Approvals.

CE MARKING

Where this equipment carries a CE Marking, the marking applies to EU Council EMC Directive
89/336/EEC (as amended by Article 9.4 of the Telecommunications Terminal Equipment
Directive and Council Directive 92/31/EEC) when the equipment is installed and used as
described in this Handbook.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document is intended to help the user to install and maintain the Microsense Pelican
Controller (MPC).  Installation is straightforward and setting up has been designed to be easily
and quickly achieved.  Using an Engineer's Terminal, the extensive software monitoring and
fault logging facilities of the controller allow faulty equipment to be quickly pinpointed.

2. PRODUCTION DESCRIPTION

The Microsense Pelican Controller (MPC) product range is available in either a Small
Outercase version (Figure 1B) which is pole mounted, or a Midi Outercase version (Figure 1A).

For the Small Outercase version, access is gained in a number of ways depending on the
requirements.  The manual facilities are accessed by opening a door using the standard 'type
900' key.  Timings etc. can also be changed from the access provided by this door with the use
of an Engineer's Terminal.  Opening the inner door provides access to the printed circuit cards.
 Opening the rear door provides access to the termination PCB and all connections to
intersection cabling.  The outercase can be removed to give greater access for major
modifications.  The Electricity Board's supply can be terminated on a panel in the pole,
removing the need for extra street furniture.  The access plate to the Electricity Board's supply
is secured by a triangular headed bolt.  Space is provided within the outercase for a second
Pelican which can be linked to the first.  Ancillary equipment such as detectors, speed
measurement equipment, etc, can also be fitted.  See Section 4.2.

For the Midi Outercase version, the equipment is mounted in standard 19" racking which is
inserted into a swing frame.  There is one door at the front to allow access to the equipment. 
By swinging open the equipment frame access can be gained to the backplane, all
connections to intersection cabling and the Electricity Board's supply panel.  Manual facilities
are located on the front door, but are available behind a small door on the front door, of which
access is gained using a standard "type 900" key.  Space is provided in the Midi Outercase
version for a second Pelican which can be linked to the first.  Ancillary equipment such as
detectors, speed measurement equipment, OTU, OMU, etc. can also be fitted.
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3. 

SPECIFICATIONS

3.1. Mains Supplies

voltage: 220-240 V +15% - 20% (48-62 Hz)
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current: 6 A at 240 V per Pelican
subject to a 12 A overall maximum.
The controller will work normally when the 
mains is interrupted for up to 50 ms
The average power consumption for an MPC is 20 W, (unloaded).

3.2. Internal Power Supplies

The power supplies listed below are available for use by ancillary equipment:

Auxiliary DC supply -  24 V DC +/- 20% at 800 mA maximum

Auxiliary Mains - As 3.1. at 5 A maximum

The auxiliary mains is connected to the maintenance socket and the IEC
equipment connector (see Sections 4.4.9. and 4.4.10.).

3.3. Fusing

All fuses are 20 mm in length

Item Protection Location

Mains to Pelican 15 A circuit breaker Castellated panel (SOC)*
Mains supply rack (MIDI)

Auxiliary Mains 8 A QB Castellated panel (SOC)*
Mains supply rack (MIDI)

Triac (lamp) drivers 6.3 A HRC Lamp switch card

Bleeper 100 mA QB Pelican special card

Internal 24 V DC 2 A AS backplane (F1)

Aux 24 V DC supply 800 mA AS backplane (F2)

Internal 12 V DC 2 A AS backplane (F3)

5 V to handset connector 250 mA QB backplane (F4)

Pedestrian Amber option 4 A QB backplane (F5)

Tactile (option) 1.25 A AS backplane (F6)

Solar Cell supply 100 mA QB backplane (F7)
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Lamp Supply Voltage sense 100 mA QB backplane (F8)

* SOC is the Small Outercase version.

3.4. Mechanical

Small Outercase version Midi Outercase version

Mounting pole Root
length total 1625 mm height: 370 mm
width 150 mm width 700 mm
depth 150 mm depth 450 mm

Outercase Outercase
height: 630 mm height: 1160 mm
width 315 mm width 710 mm
depth 350 mm depth 515 mm

Total height above ground (including outercase): 1585 mm, (SOC).

Weight total: 68 Kg (SOC including pole - Single Pelican); 80 Kg (Midi incl.uding root).

3.4.1. Access and Mounting Arrangements

3.4.1.1. Small Outercase Version

Internal access to the equipment can be made in a number of ways according to the operator's
requirements.  There are two doors, one on each side of the outercase, which are hinged from
the same side, so that the controller can be mounted against a wall if required.  Manual
facilities are accessed by opening one door using the standard 'type 900' key.  Opening the
other door gives access to the backplane PCB, connectors and main circuit breaker.

During installation and under conditions of major modifications, the outercase can be removed
from the pedestal pole to give greater access to the electrical equipment and racking.

3.4.1.2. Midi Outercase Version

Internal access to the equipment is gained by opening the Main door at the front of the cabinet,
and if necessary by swinging out the equipment frame as well.  As there is only one main door
the controller may be mounted flat against a wall.  Manual facilities are located on the front
door; access is gained by opening a separate door, on the front door, using a standard "type
900 key".

3.4.2. Equipment Practice

Most electronic components are mounted on 3 off standard Euro-size cards, which connect to
a backplane.  The backplane and cards are held in a frame which forms a racking system. 
The cards are inserted into the backplane by card guides.  The backplane contains the DC
power supplies for the microprocessor, associated components, the components for the
Auxiliary DC supply, and, in the case of the Small Outer Case, terminal blocks for the
connection of intersection cabling.
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On the Midi case, connections to signal lA, detectors etc. are made via a termination PCB,
which is interconnected to the backplane by six ribbon cables. 

The 3 off standard Euro-size cards are:-

• CPU card containing the microprocessor and associated components

• Lamp Switch card containing the triac drivers

• Pelican Special card which contains the interfacing etc components necessary for a
Pelican controller

Small Outercase version:-

The mains/dim transformer is mounted on the top plate of the pole, see Figure 6.1.3.  The
Auxiliary Mains supply, maintenance socket and main circuit breaker are mounted below the
card frame on a Castellated panel which is also used for cable termination.

Midi Outercase versions:-

The mains/dim transformer, Auxiliary Mains supply, maintenance socket and main current
breaker are mounted on the mains supply rack.

3.5. Environmental

Temperature -15 to +50 °C ambient

3.6. Inputs

3.6.1. Detection and Linking Inputs (Each Pelican within an Outercase)

Open Circuit voltage 24 V + or - 20%
Short Circuit current 5 mA + or - 20%
Low input state 250 Ω Maximum
High input state 100 K Ω Minimum
Maximum applied voltage 75 V

(application of voltages up to 240 V AC will not damage
input circuits other than the input in question)
inputs may be configured for either high or low as the
active state

3.6.2. Solar Cell

Dim state Mains voltage
Bright state Open circuit

3.6.3. Engineers Terminal (Each Pelican within an Outercase)

Connector 25 way 'D' socket (DCE)
Transmission details 1200 Baud, 7 data bits (+ even parity),

1 start bit, 1 stop bit, full duplex
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RS 232 circuits (all at V24 levels) TX data
RX data
DTR

Supply +5 V on pins 9 and 10 (at 250 mA maximum)

3.7. Outputs (Each Pelican within an Outercase)

3.7.1. Lamp Drivers

Mains voltage at 4 A max per driver (see also Section 3.1.) (vehicle amber, green, pedestrian
red, green, Wait indicator, Pedestrian Amber (Option)) Vehicle Red: four circuits (VR1-VR4)
each of six tungsten halogen lA and lamp switch transformers.

3.7.2. Bleeper

18 V +/- 10% at 100 mA Max

3.7.3. Tactile (Option)

Mains voltage at 125 mA Max or Auxiliary DC (24 V) or low voltage AC (to be defined).

3.7.4. Link/Remote Outputs

Isolated relay contacts with 180 Ω in series

3.7.5. DFM Lamp

24 V, 2.8 W Miniature Edison Screw (MES)
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4. FACILITIES

4.1. Summary of Facilities

The equipment, housing, power supplies etc, have been designed to accommodate a wide
range of additional facilities.  However, not all of the facilities described can be fitted together. 
See Section 4.2 for permitted combinations.

4.1.1. Standard facilities:-

4.1.1.1. Manual Panel

- DFM reset/lamp test switch
- signals on/off switch
- fixed vehicle period/vehicle actuated mode switch.
- continuous pedestrian demand switch.
- continuous vehicle extension switch
- dim override switch
- Engineer's Terminal Connector

4.1.1.2. CPU Card

- Data held in RAM (battery backed)
- battery
- real time clock

4.1.1.3. Lamp Switch Card

- vehicle red, amber and green phase drivers
- Pedestrian red and green drives
- WAIT indicator drive
- Green voltage sense circuits

4.1.1.4. Pelican Special Card

- input buffering for 5 off detectors
- input buffering for Link input signals

- continuous artificial pedestrian demand
- hold vehicle period
- solar cell override
- Link input Dim

- input buffering for Remote Source (computer) input signal
- continuous artificial pedestrian demand
- hold vehicle period
- solar cell

- relays for Link output signals
- vehicle green
- wait indicator
- Link output Dim
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- relays for Remote Sense (computer) outputs
- vehicle green
- Wait indicator
- pedestrian green

4.1.1.5. Backplane

- Vehicle Red Lamp Current Sensors
- Multiplexing to expand detector input capability to 9
- PUFFIN control and interface circuitry
- IDC connections for

- detector inputs
- link inputs
- remote source inputs
- solar cell
- aspect driver outputs
- bleeper driver outputs
- link outputs
- remote source outputs

- Additional socket for Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel detector card

4.1.1.6. Castellated Cable Termination Panel (Small Outercase version)

- Maintenance socket
- main circuit breaker
- auxiliary mains (IEC) connector
- cable termination

4.1.1.7. Pole (Small Outercase version)

- Electricity Board termination panel

4.1.1.8. Mains supply rack (Midi Outercase version)

- maintenance socket
- main circuit breaker
- auxiliary mains (IEC) connector

4.1.1.9. Outercase (Midi Outercase version)

- Electricity Board termination panel
- Central Earth Terminal bar (CET)

4.1.1.10. Termination PCB (Midi Outercase version)

- Connections for Intersection Cabling

4.1.2. Optional Facilities:-

4.1.2.1. Lamp Switch Card

- red and amber voltage sense circuits
4.1.2.2. Pelican Special card

- bleeper current measurement (future option)
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4.1.2.3. Backplane

- pedestrian amber circuit and connector
- pedestrian phase current measurement (future option)

4.1.2.4. Using the standard rack space (Small Outercase version)

- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel detector card
- second Microsense detector and backplane
- other suppliers detector and detector backplane

4.1.2.5. Using the expansion rack or space (small Outercase version)

- speed measuring equipment
- 4 off Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel detector cards
- logic card
- Soundmark Interface card
(equipment can be powered from auxiliary 24 V supply)

- dual Pelican controller
(equipment is powered from the auxiliary 24 V supply)
(also requires 1 K VA dim transformer)

- OMU
- OTU
- other suppliers detectors' and associated equipment

4.1.2.6. Spare rack space (Midi Outercase version)

- OMU
- OTU
- Second Pelican
- Third Pelican (Large Outercase version)

4.1.2.7. Integral Remote monitoring Unit (IRMU)

An IRMU suitable for use with the TCS, London, Remote Monitoring System is
available.  Refer to the following documents for installation and mainenance details:-

MSL Integral Remote Monitoring Unit for Pelican Controllers
User Manual Document No: 40-9119-021

MSL Integral Remote Monitoring Unit for Pelican Controllers
Maintenance Manual Document No: 40-9119-020

MSL Integral Remote Monitoring Unit for Pelican Controllers
Retrofit Installation Manual Document No: 40-9119-019
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4.2. Allowable Combinations of Facilities

The combinations of facilities and equipment that can be used together, both internally and
externally, will increase in time as suppliers of ancillary equipment request the use of their
equipment to be endorsed.  Equipment that has been endorsed for use with the controller is as
shown in the TAMP document (88-7002-8.00) accompanying each Pelican.
The combinations of facilities allowed are as below:-

4.2.1. Product Code MPC1

Single Pelican controller in Small Outercase with small mains/dim transformer

- in the standard rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Microsense (or other) loop detector in the spare slot (powered from the

Pelican 24 V supply)
- Other manufacturer's equipment in the spare slot (not powered from the

Pelican 24 V supply)

- Expansion rack
a) OMU

or b) OTU
or c) Any combination of the equipment listed in the TAMP document, (not

powered from the Pelican 24 V supply) and subject to the constraints
imposed by the use of auxiliary mains detailed in Section 3.

- External equipment
- Any combination of the equipment listed in the TAMP document, (not powered

from the Pelican 24 V supply), and subject to the constraints imposed by the
use of auxiliary mains detailed in Section 3.

4.2.2. Product code MPC1-1

Single Pelican controller in Small Outercase with large mains/dim transformer

- in the standard rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Microsense (or other) loop detector in the spare slot

- Expansion rack
a) OMU

or b) OTU
or c) Any combination of the equipment listed in the TAMP document, subject

to the constraints imposed by use of the auxiliary mains and the
auxiliary 24 V DC detailed in Section 3.

- External equipment
- Any combination of the equipment listed in the TAMP document, subject to the

constraints imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V
DC detailed in Section 3 if these supplies are used.
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4.2.3. Product code MPC2 - Dual Pelican in Small Outercase

- First Pelican in the standard rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Microsense (or other) loop detector in the spare slot

- Second Pelican in the expansion rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Microsense (or other) loop detector in the spare slot

- External equipment
- Any combination of the equipment listed in the TAMP document, subject to the

constraints imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V
DC detailed in Section 3 if these supplies are used.

4.2.4. Product code MPC1-13 - Single Pelican in Midi Outercase

- Pelican Rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Any equipment listed in the TAMP document subject to the constraints

imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V DC detailed
in Section 3 if these supplies are used.

- Spare space
- Any equipment listed in the TAMP document subject to the constraints

imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V DC detailed
in Section 3 if these supplies are used

4.2.5. Product code MPC2-3 - Dual Pelican in Midi Outercase

- Each Pelican Rack
- Microsense 1, 2 or 4 channel loop detector in the detector slot
- Any equipment listed in the TAMP document subject to the constraints

imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V DC detailed
in Section 3 if these supplies are used.

- Spare space
- Any equipment listed in the TAMP document subject to the constraints

imposed by the use of the auxiliary mains and the auxiliary 24 V DC detailed
in Section 3 if these supplies are used.

4.3. Controller Safety

4.3.1. General

The MPC has many features to prevent erroneous display of signals and erroneous operation
in general.  These features are described below.  Many safety features are over and above
that required by MCE 0125 and MCE 0145.

4.3.2. Watchdog

There are two hardware watchdogs which require that the software performs certain functions
else one or other will time out.
The first watchdog circuit is on the CPU card and should the software fail to retrigger, it will
time out and put the CPU card into reset.
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The second watchdog circuit is on the lamp switch card (LSC).  This circuit monitors the CPU's
accesses to the LSC and will time out if accesses are not made regularly.  The triacs are then
turned off and the bleeper interlock is invoked, preventing operation.

4.3.3. CPU Sumchecks

Program (EPROM) and memory (RAM) areas are sumchecked at regular interval by the
software.  Should an error be found, an entry is made in the fault log and the signals turned off.

4.3.4. Vehicle Red Lamp Monitoring

There are four outputs associated with the vehicle red aspect driver.  These outputs can be
connected to the primary or secondary aspects of vehicular approach.  The current in each
output is measured using a toroid current transformer and Analogue to Digital Converter. 
Failure of all the bulbs on any output configured as active will result in an entry being made in
the software fault log and the aspects being turned off.

4.3.5. Green-Green Conflict Monitoring and Green Compliance

The aspect driver outputs for the vehicle and pedestrian green are monitored for an 'on'
condition.  The software checks that the green signals comply with that expected.  If an error is
detected, an entry is made into the software fault log and then the signals are switched off.

The controller must be manually reset using an Engineer's Terminal (and so go through the
startup sequence and test) before the aspects can be turned on, assuming the startup tests
are successful.

In a similar manner, the software also checks for green-green conflicts.  A second (hardware)
circuit, independently of the software checking, will turn the aspects off if a green-green conflict
is found.  The circuit parameters have been designed such that the software should detect the
conflict before the hardware circuit and so turn off the aspect in the controlled manner.

4.3.6. Green-Green Conflict Monitoring Testing

The backup hardware conflict monitor circuit described in Section 4.3.5 above is tested for its
correct operation by the software.  The test involves simulating a conflict and then measuring
the response from the hardware conflict monitor.  If the response is incorrect, an entry is made
in the software fault log and then the aspects are turned off.  The controller must be manually
reset using an Engineer's Terminal (and so go through the startup sequence and tests) before
the aspects can be turned on, assuming the startup tests are successful.

4.3.7. Bleeper Circuit and Safety Interlocks

The bleeper operation is controlled by the Microprocessor.  The bleeper will only operate
during the periods as specified in MCE 0125.  The bleeper is hardware interlocked such that it
cannot operate until the signals have been turned on.  The bleeper voltage is sensed by the
microprocessor to ensure its correct operation.  If non-compliance is detected then an entry is
made in the software fault log and then the aspects are turned off.  The controller must be
manually reset using an Engineer's Terminal (and so go through the startup sequence and
tests) before the aspects can be turned on, assuming the startup tests are successful.

The bleeper output is located on TB3 of the terminal PCB, (see Figure 6.2.4.), or, for the Small
Outer Case, on the backplane towards the bottom of TB7 (see Figure 6.1.4.).

4.3.8. Tactile Circuits and Safety Interlocks (Option)
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The tactile circuit, when fitted, consists of a relay whose coil is switched by the bleeper output. 
The tactile circuit therefore can only come on when the bleeper output is active and so is
subject to the same safety interlocks as the bleeper circuit described in Section 4.3.7 above. 
The tactile output is brought out to clean relay contacts.  This gives the option of connecting
the tactile output to a number of different drive voltages including mains, 24 V DC or to other
low voltage AC or DC supplies which may be defined later.

The tactile output is located on TB10 of the terminal PCB, see Figure 6.2.4. or, for the Small
Outer Case, on TB12 and 13 of the backplane (see Figure 6.1.4.)  The tactile output is not
normally fitted.  Contact Microsense for further details.

4.4. Hardware Functions

4.4.1. CPU Card

This is a 3U high standard Euro-size card of 25.4 mm width which fits into the main rack. 
Circuits or functions contained on the card are:-

- microcontroller (8051 family)
- ADC converter
- battery backed Pelican data
- battery
- configuration switches
- real time clock (battery backed)
- RS232 interface
- watchdog

Analogue signals to the microcontroller are digitised using the ADC converter.  These
analogue signals are:-

- vehicle red lamp current (4 off)
- mains reference
- lamp and other current monitoring
- bleeper current (future option)
- vehicle phase current (future option)
- pedestrian phase current (future option)

Pelican data such as minimum green timings etc. are held in RAM which is battery backed.
The software sumchecks the data to ensure its integrity.

The configuration switches are used to set certain facilities during installation.  These switches
would not normally be changed during operation of the controller.

The battery backed real time clock is used under conditions of mains failure to hold the real
time of day.  When the mains power is available, to 50 Hz mains frequency is used to keep
'real time'.

The RS232 interface converts the serial data to and from the microcontroller to V24 (CCITT)
voltage levels and timings.  DTR into the interface allows the microcontroller to determine
when an Engineer's Terminal has been connected or removed.

The watchdog is a circuit which, if not regularly pulsed by the microprocessor, will produce a
'reset' signal.  See Section 4.3.2.
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4.4.2. Lamp Switch Card

This is a 3U high standard Euro-size card of 50.8 mm width which fits into the main rack. 
Circuits or functions contained on the card are:-

- triac drivers for signal aspects (6 triacs)
- mimic display
- lamp switch card watchdog
- green voltage sense circuit (2 off)
- red amber voltage sense circuits (4 off) (option)
- fuse

The triac drivers are individually rated for up to 4 A per driver  (Subject to a total card loading of
6 A).

The mimic display shows the state of the outputs and has the following meaning:-

Display Meaning

Red Vehicle Red
Higher phase { Amber Vehicle Amber

Green Vehicle Green

Red Pedestrian Red
Lower phase { Amber WAIT indicator

Green Pedestrian Green

The watchdog circuit on this card will turn the triacs off if the card has not been written to for
400 milliseconds.  The card is normally written to by the CPU card every mains cycle, ie 20
milliseconds.

The green voltage sense circuits provide a logical true output when the voltage on the output of
the green triacs is greater than 40 V (± 8 V).

The red and amber voltage sense circuits function in the same manner.

The fuse is rated such that it will blow if an over-current condition exists that could damage one
or more triacs.
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4.4.3. Pelican Special Card

This is a 3U high standard Euro-size card of 25.4 mm width which fits into the main rack. 
Circuits or functions contained on the card are:-

- input buffering for detectors (5 off)
- input buffering for Pedestrian Pushbutton
- input buffering for Link input signals (3 off)
- input buffering for remote source input signals (3 off)
- relays for Link output signals (3 off)
- relays for remote sense outputs (3 off)
- bleeper driver and fuse
- hardware green-green conflict monitor

The input buffering circuits provide protection to the controller from input signals which may be
subject to electrical noise and transients.  An over-voltage condition may damage only the
particular input to which it is applied.

Output relays are clean contacts in series with 180 Ω.

The Pelican Special card has 5 off inputs available for interfacing to detector equipment. This
is expanded to nine available inputs on the backplane by multiplexing.  Each input can be
configured in a number of ways.  Detector inputs can be associated with either the vehicle or
the pedestrian phase as required.  Each detector input is configurable by software as to which
state is active.

See Sections 4.5 and 5 for details of setting up, usage and defaults.  The first five Detector
inputs (0-4) are connected to TB1 of the termination PCB, the last four inputs (5-8) on TB11
(see Figure 6.2.4.).

On the Small Outer Case only the first five detector inputs are connected, and are to be found
on TB10 and 11.

The bleeper driver can drive a load of 100 mA.  It is interlocked as described in Section 4.3.7.

The hardware green-green conflict monitor circuit is described in Section 4.3.5.  The signals
on/off switch from the manual PCB is terminated at this circuit.  If a signals off condition is
required by this switch, this is signalled to the microcontroller, which turns the triacs off and
then the signals on/off relay to off in an orderly manner.  If the microcontroller fails to do this, a
hardware timing circuit will time out and turn the signals relay to off.
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4.4.3.1. Remote Linking and Other Input Configuration

The following table shows other inputs, logic levels and configuration where applicable:-

Signal Logic Logic State Termination PCB/
Levels Configuration backplane connection

Link cont. art. ped demand type 1 none TB2/TB6
Link hold vehicle period type 1 software TB2/TB6
Link i/p solar cell override type 1 none TB2/TB6
Remote cont. art. ped demand type 1 hardware TB2/TB6

(see 5.1.2)
Remote hold vehicle period type 1 software TB2/TB6
Remote i/p solar celloverride type 1 hardware TB2/TB6

(see 5.1.2)
Solar Cell type 2 none TB7/TB2

type 1 logic levels are as defined in 3.6.1
type 2 logic levels are as defined in 3.6.2

4.4.3.2. Remote and Linking Outputs

The following table shows outputs, logic levels and configuration where applicable for signals other than
aspect drivers and the Wait indicators:-

Signal Logic Logic State Termination PCB/
Levels Configuration Backplane Connection

Link vehicle green sense  type 3 hardware TB4/TB8
(see 5.1.2)

Link Wait indicator sense type 3 none TB4/TB8
Link output dim type 3 none TB4/TB8
Remote vehicle green sense type 3 none TB3/TB7
Remote Wait indicator sense type 3 none TB3/TB7
Remote Pedestrian type 3 none TB3/TB7
green sense
Confirm Power Fail* type 3 none TB4/TB8

type 3 logic levels are defined in Section 3.7.4.

* Confirm power fail is used to indicate power off or signals off and its active state is open
circuit.  Its power down state is also open circuit.

It is possible to reconfigure certain outputs, see Section 4.5.12.
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4.4.4. Manual Panel

This panel is mounted on the front of the rack and is accessed by opening the front door of the
controller (Small Outercase version) or the manual door (Midi Outercase versions) using 'type
900' key.  The switches and functions of this panel are as below:

- DFM reset switch
- DFM lamp test switch
- signals on/off switch
- fixed vehicle period/vehicle actuated mode switch
- continuous pedestrian demand switch
- continuous vehicle extension switch
- dim override switch
- Engineer's Terminal Connector

The DFM reset switch and DFM lamp test switch are momentary pushbutton switches. All
other switches are toggles and stay in position when activated.  The Engineer's terminal
connector is described in Section 4.4.5.

When the Fixed Vehicle Period/Vehicle Actuated switch is set to FVP, then this cannot be
overridden (except by signals off).

4.4.5. Engineer's Terminal Connector

This is mounted on the Manual Panel and is accessed by opening the front door of the
controller (Small Outercase version) or the manual door (Midi Outercase version) using the
'type 900' key.  The Engineer's Terminal connector gives access to all the software functions of
the controller. +5 V (see Section 3.6.3) is available on pins 9 and 10 to power Engineer's
Terminals that do not have an integral supply.

4.4.6. Midi case Backplane

The backplane provides the interconnection between the other cards in the system.  It also
accepts the A.C supplies on PL11 to be converted to 12 V for the logic equipment (ie CPU
card, Pelican Special Card etc) and 24 V for the power relays on the backplane and on the
Pelican special card for the input buffer circuits. The 12 V supply is regulated down to +5 V on
each card.  The backplane also contains fuses as detailed in Section 3.3.

Interconnection to the termination PCB is by six ID connectors as detailed below:

Connector ident. No. of ways Description

PL5 40 (IDC) - detector inputs (5 off)
- extended inputs (4 off)
- link inputs (4 off)
- remote source inputs (3 off)
- bleeper driver output
- tactile relay output (option)
- link outputs (3 off)
- remote source outputs (3 off)
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PL9 & PL10 10 (IDC) - loop inputs for the detector mounted in the
detector slot (4 off) 

PL6 10 (IDT) - lamp returns, Solar Cell

PL7 10 (IDT) - pedestrian output drivers

PL8 10 (IDT) - vehicle output drivers

Fit Link 2 to enable extended inputs.

4.4.7. Small Outer Case Backplane

The backplane provides for the interconnection between the other cards in the system. It also
provides the terminations for the input and output signals to the controller, as detailed below,
see also Figure 6.1.4.

- detector inputs (5 off)
- extended inputs (4 off)
- link inputs (4 off)
- remote source inputs (3 off)
- solar cell
- aspect driver outputs (6 off outputs)
- bleeper driver output
- pedestrian amber output (option)
- tactile relay output (option)
- link outputs (3 off)
- Microsense 1, 2, or 4 channel detector card
- loops for the detector mounted in the detector slot (4 off)

Fit Link 2 to enable extended inputs.

The backplane also contains components for the DC supplies for the logic equipment and the
auxiliary DC.  The supply for the logic equipment (ie CPU card, Pelican Special card, etc) is 12
V.  This is regulated down to +5 V on each card.  The auxiliary DC is +24 V and is used to
power relays etc on the backplane and on the Pelican Special card for the input buffer circuits.

The backplane also contains fuses as detailed in Section 3.3.

4.4.8. Detector Slot

This slot which is part of the main rack can be used to accommodate a Microsense 1, 2,or 4
channel detector card directly.  The Auxiliary 24 V supply is used to power the card.  The
outputs from the higher two channels are tracked directly into the detector input buffer circuits
on the Pelican special card.  Connectors to all five detector inputs are still available however.  If
a 4-channel detector is used, then the lower two channels will need to be hard wired into the
detector inputs on the backplane (see Section 6.6.1).
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4.4.9. Spare Slot

This slot can accommodate a card up to 25.4 mm in width.  There is no connection to the
backplane from this slot.  A second Microsense detector card (and detector backplane) or a
card from another supplier can be used in this slot.

4.4.10. Termination PCB

This board provides termination for input and output signals on the Midi controller. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.2.4. Connection to the backplane is by six connectors as described
above in 4.4.6.

4.4.11. Maintenance Socket

Access to this socket is gained by opening the back door of the controller, (SOC) or the front
door of the controller (Midi).  The socket is a standard UK mains outlet, ie, square pins. 
Operator protection is provided by a 30 mA Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB).  The
maintenance socket and the IEC connector (see Section 4.4.12) are both protected by the
same fuse on the Castellated cable termination panel (SOC) or on the mains Supply Rack
(Midi).

4.4.12. IEC Connector
This connector is available to provide mains power for auxiliary equipment which is to be
mounted inside the controller case.  The IEC socket is mounted on the Castellated cable
termination panel (SOC) or on the Mains Supply Rack (Midi).  Both it and the Maintenance
socket (see Section 4.4.11) are protected by the same fuse, which is also mounted on the
Castellated cable termination panel (SOC) or on the Main supply Rack (Midi).

4.4.13. Mains/Dim Transformer

The Mains/Dim transformer is mounted under the main rack (SOC) or on the Mains Supply
Rack (Midi).  It provides mains outputs of 120 V, 140 V or 160 V during the Dim state.  The
Dim transformer also provides isolated AC power which is used by the backplane power
supplies to produce the DC voltages for the logic and the auxiliary DC supply.  When the
switch is on the rear above is illuminated.

4.4.14. On/Off Switch

Mounted on the Castellated cable termination panel (SOC) or on the Main Supply Rack (Midi)
this switch is also a circuit breaker.  It removes power from all of the controller except the
Maintenance socket and the IEC connector (see Sections 4.4.11 and 4.4.12).

4.4.15. Electricity Supply Termination

This is housed in the Pole, (SOC) and is accessed by the removal of the triangular headed bolt
securing the cover.  For the Midi Outercase version the Electricity Supply termination is located
inside the outercase on the right hand side, behind the swing frame.

It is recommended that a 16 A fuse be fitted.
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4.5. Software Facilities

Access to the following can be gained by the use of a terminal with characteristics matching
those of Section 3.6.3 plugged into the Engineer's Terminal connector on the manual panel.

4.5.1. Detectors

The nine detector inputs are numbered DET0-DET8 and are programmable to:-

- Extension times
- Call delay time
- Cancel delay time
- Active state of detector
- DFM Active fault time
- DFM Inactive fault time
- Include or exclude in DFM
- Allocation of detector to vehicle or pedestrian phase

If a detector has been allocated to the pedestrian phase, then extensions are ineffective.  If a
detector has been allocated to the vehicle phase, then call/cancel is ineffective.  Call/cancel of
the pedestrian phase does not become effective until the vehicle green period is reached. 
When cancel expires, the WAIT indicator is extinguished if there are no pedestrian demands
from other sources.

The software has been defaulted such that DET0 is used to extend the vehicle phase. DET1 to
DET4 are unallocated.  See Section 5.3.  It is possible to reconfigure certain inputs for other
functions, see Section 4.5.12.

For Dual Pelican Controllers DET5, DET6 and DET7 are used to provide a Call Ahead facility.

4.5.2. Linking

The 'Hold Vehicle Period' (HVP) from both a local and a remote source has the following
features:-

- Delay implement timer
- Window timer
- Override timer
- Active state of input

All links can be overridden.  Reversion to CLF can be achieved when the HVP from a remote
source is removed for 10 seconds, see Sections 5.3.3. and 4.5.7.
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4.5.3. Timing Sets

With each of the VA and FVP modes, there are four distinct sets of timings.  If the Pelican
sequence to MCE 0125 is selected (see 5.1.1) then each set of timings consists of entries for
the following:-

Vehicle Phase Pedestrian Phase

Green Red
Amber Red
Red Red (gap change)
Red Red (forced change)
Red Red (linking change)
Red Green
Red Flash Green (+ Pedestrian Amber)
Flash Amber Flash Green (+ Pedestrian Amber)
Flash Amber Red

If the Pedestrian sequence to MCE 0145 is selected (see 5.1.1) then each set of timings
consists of entries for the following:

Vehicle Phase Pedestrian Phase
Green Red
Amber Red
Red Red (gap change)
Red Red (forced change)
Red Red (linking change)
Red Green
Red Blackout (+ Pedestrian Amber)
Red Red
Red/Amber Red

Each set of timings under VA mode has a MAXIMUM green timer associated with it.

Only one gap, forced or linking change is active at any one time.  See Sections 5.3.8 to 5.3.10.
 Each timing set can be called by the Engineer's Terminal or by the timeswitches.  See Section
4.5.4.

Timing sets are numbered 1-8.  Sets 1-4 are for FVP use and sets 5-8 are for VA use. The
correspondence between sets is such that if timing set 5 was active (ie VA) and then FVP were
selected, say from the manual panel, then timing set 1 would become active.  If VA were again
selected then timing set 5 would again become active.  Similarly for sets 2 and 6, 3 and 7 and
4 and 8.

An additional maximum pedestrian timer "max/p" is accessible. It has no effect on either lamp
sequence and is reserved for Puffin and Toucan controllers (see separate handbooks).
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4.5.4. Timeswitches

Timeswitches have the following features:-

- Selectable by time of week (Sunday-Saturday, not Sunday, not Saturday, weekday,
weekend, everyday)

- 20 timeswitches
- Selectable by time of day (hours, minutes, seconds)

- Selectable either VA and FVP timing sets active
- Turn the bleeper on or off
- Select a CLF plan
- Delete a detector or pushbutton from the DFM scan

Timeswitches can be considered as "events" that are switched in or out on a time of day or
week basis.  It follows that if, say, the bleeper is turned off by a timeswitch, it will remain off
unless another timeswitch turns it back on again.

4.5.5. Master Time Clock

The Master time clock is used by the timeswitches (Section 4.5.4).  Normally, the Master time
clock uses the mains frequency as a timing reference.  During powerfail conditions, a crystal
controlled clock keeps a timing reference.
The Master time clock also uses the crystal clock when a timing rendezvous has been
programmed (see Section 5.3.12).  This is to allow the Master time clocks in a number of
controllers to be synchronised to an external source over a period of time without the mains
frequency fluctuations having an effect.  Setting the Time of Day  (TOD - see Section 5.3.3) will
also set the Crystal Clock to the same time.

4.5.6. Cableless Linking

There are eight plans which can be introduced by the timeswitches.  Each plan has three
timers associated with it as follows, (associated handset command in brackets):-

- Prevent a move to the pedestrian phase (CLP)
- Demand dependent move to the pedestrian phase on extension timeout (CLX)
- Immediate move, on demand to the pedestrian phase, ignoring vehicle extensions

(CLW)

Only one move to the pedestrian phase is allowed between consecutive Prevent periods
(CLP).

The CLF cycle time is synchronised to the end of the CLP period.  When setting up a CLF plan
it is important to adhere to the following rule:-

cycle time (tcyc) must be greater than or equal to MIN/V or (LS1*) + the sum of time
periods LS2 to LS7 inclusive.

Note: CLP must be greater than or equal to MIN/V or (LS1*)

* If timing set in use is 1 to 4 then LS1, if timing set in use is 5 to 8 then MIN/V.

If the above rule is not adhered to, synchronism may be lost temporarily in some situations. 
Figure 4.5.6 shows a typical CLF plan with two different sequences of demands/extensions.
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(a) Vehicle phase gaps off at start of CLX
(b) Vehicle phase extends to end of CLX (worst case)

At the end of tcyc 2 below, (the point marked *) the controller must be capable of changing to
the Ped phase if the conditions shown for (a) occur, so if MIN/V, or (LS1) has not expired the
change will be delayed and hence synchronism lost temporarily.

4.5.7. Modes of Operation

The controller can be configured for the following modes of operation, depending on the
features and facilities selected.  The table below shows the modes priorities from highest to
lowest.  In any mode, except e) VA, Pretimed max VA or FVP may be used.

a) Computer Takeover bit (CTO) present - See Sections 4.5.12 and 5.3.1.2
- Overrides LOCAL LINK inputs and CLF.  REMOTE linking and all other

inputs are operational.

b) Computer fallback to CLF (RCL command, see Section 5.3.3)
- This mode allows computer control to revert to CLF when the REMOTE

HOLD VEHICLE PERIOD input goes inactive for 10 seconds.

tcyc1 tcyc2

CLWCLP CLX CLWCLP CLPCLX CLPCLX

VG

VG EXT

VG

PED MIN/V

Ped
demand *

(a)

(b)

CLW

PED MIN/V

VG
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c) Cableless Linking (CLF)
- If either CLF PREVENT or LOCAL LINK HVP is present then the

Vehicle phase is held.  LOCAL LINK HVP is allowed in this mode so
that a dual Pelican, simultaneous Pedestrian green signals are
prevented.

Unless computer fallback to CLF is active, see b) above, REMOTE
LINK HVP is inactive.

d) LOCAL LINK/REMOTE LINK
- The controller responds to either of these linking inputs.

e) Fixed Vehicle Period (FVP)
- Uses timesets 1-4.  Vehicle green extension and maximum timers are

not used.

f) VA/Pretimed max VA (PTM)
- Uses timesets 5-8. VA or PTM is selected by a switch on the CPU card.

 See Section 5.1.1

4.5.8. Dim/Bright Switch Filter Time

The solar cell input can be filtered to prevent spurious indications changing the dim/bright state
of the controller.  (DSF command, section 5.3.1.3.)

4.5.9. DFM Status

The current state of the Detector Fault Monitor and the pedestrian pushbutton can be
monitored.  (DFM command, section 5.3.5.)

4.5.10. Accept DFM Failures

Faulty detectors can be 'accepted' by using this command so that the DFM lamp is
extinguished.  Any non-faulty detector that has been configured will light the DFM lamp if it
subsequently becomes faulty.  (ADF command, section 5.3.1.1.)

4.5.11. Red Lamp Monitor

Any or all of the Vehicle Red Lamp monitoring circuits can be selected or deselected for
operation.  At least one circuit must be active.  (VRM command, section 5.3.5.)

4.5.12. Reconfigurable Inputs and Outputs

DET3 and DET4 inputs can be reconfigured for alternative functions as below:-

- Remote signals off
- Computer takeover
- Select other timeset
- Time Synchronisation
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The signals must be turned off from the manual panel before inputs can be reconfigured as
above, the AD3 and AD4 commands are also inhibited if fault log entries exist see also Section
5.3.1.2.  When an input has been re-configured the handset command DAC is invalid for that
detector input prior to version 5 software.

Confirm Pedestrian Green (CFGPG) and confirm WAIT (CFGWAIT) output relays can be
reconfigured for alternative functions as below:

TF - Test facility - Handset plugged in
TFL - As TF but latched until 0600 hours following)
FL - Any Entry in fault log
DF - DFM entry in the fault log
CS - Time Synchronisation confirm

Note: All the above can be configured to be open circuit, short circuit for active.  See Section
5.3.4.

4.5.13. Monitoring Functions

Using the Engineer's Terminal, the following functions and features can be monitored:-

- Controller mode (see Section 4.5.7)
- Which timing set is being used
- Master Time Clock
- Vehicle and Pedestrian aspect status and mains voltage
- Detector status
- Other input status
- Digital output status
- Internal status
- PROM serial number
- Fault log (see 4.5.14)

4.5.14. Fault Log

This is a table of events that has occurred since the last time the table was reset.  Some
events will cause immediate shutdown, others are informatory only.  The events that are
logged can be viewed using the FLF command, refer to 5.3.5 for details.
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5. SETTING UP

5.1. Hardware Setup

After installation, very little setting up of the hardware is required since most functions are
accessible by software.

5.1.1. CPU Card Setup

The configuration switches on the CPU card must be set according to the following table.  See
also PSS handset command, Section 5.3.5 and the descriptions of the facilities below:-

Bit Function 'On' condition Section
position

8 VA equipment Equipment fitted 5.1.1.1.
7 VA mode/Pretimed Max mode Pretimed Max mode 5.1.1.2.
6 Speed measurement equipment Equipment fitted 5.1.1.3.
5 Master/slave Slave 5.1.1.4.
4 Pelican/Pedestrian (MCE0145) Pedestrian 5.1.1.5.

Sequence
3 Call Ahead facility select Call Ahead used 5.3.17
2 Protect timings from RFL = 99 Protect 5.1.1.6.
1 parity bit True 5.1.1.7.

5.1.1.1. VA Equipment

If this switch is not set, so that there is no VA equipment, then the FVP/VA switch on the
manual panel is inoperative, and bit 7 of the configuration switch has no effect (but is still
included in the parity of the switches).

5.1.1.2. VA Mode/Pretimed Max Mode

This switch position is only effective if VA equipment has been fitted.  When the switch is set in
the pretimed max mode, the max timer is started when the controller reaches vehicle green.  A
move is made to the pedestrian stage when demanded if either a gap change is possible or
the max vehicle green timer has timed out.

5.1.1.3. Speed Measurement Equipment Fitted

This switch selects the 'forced' All-red timing LS3/F to be used.  A reduced gap change All-red
time LS3/G is not possible.  See Sections 5.3.2. and 5.3.9.

5.1.1.4. Master/Slave (see also Section 6.5.2.3. and 6.5.2.4)

When two Pelican controllers are used as a dual Pelican and simultaneous pedestrian greens
are to be prevented, then there is a potential race hazard when both controllers wish to move
from the vehicle phase simultaneously.  Setting one controller to be a slave, introduces extra
processing to prevent this.  It is of no consequence which is the master and which is the slave.
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5.1.1.5. Pelican/Pedestrian Sequence

Setting of bit 4 will give the light sequence of MCE 0145 instead of that defined in MCE0125. 
See Section 4.5.3.  When this switch position is changed ( and the parity bit correctly
adjusted), rapid flashing of the ACTIVE/ERROR LED occurs.  RFL=99 must be entered on the
handset to clear this.

Note: If timings are protected from RFL=99 (see Section 5.1.1.6.) then the sequence cannot
be changed.

5.1.1.6. Protect timings from RFL=99

Setting this switch position prevents RFL=99 from overwriting data areas with default data. 
RFL=99 then has the same effect as RFL=2.  See Section 5.3.5.

5.1.1.7. Parity Bit

This switch allows the parity of the configuration switches to be set.  It must be in the correct
position such that the total number of switches set to the on position is even, including unused
switches.  If the parity bit is incorrectly set, rapid flashing of the ACTIVE/ERROR LED on the
CPU card occurs.

5.1.1.8. Pelican Special Card Setup

Setting up of this card involves setting links according to the state of inputs and outputs as
described in the table overleaf:-
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Input Links Result when links made

Link o/p vehicle green (see 5.3.14.) LK1 o/p is open circuit when in
Vehicle Green

or LK2 o/p is closed circuit when in
Vehicle Green

remote source solar cell o/r LK3 open circuit to override
or LK4 short circuit to override

link i/p dim, or solar cell LK5 'dim' signal from link i/p dim
or LK6  'dim' signal from solar cell

remote source cont.art ped dem. LK7 open circuit for demand
or LK8  short circuit for demand

Link Dim Driver LK9 Active if fitted.

Bleeper Enable LK10 Enabled if fitted.

Disable PG/VG sense  *LK11 Active if fitted.
(Do not fit)

Link o/p wait LK12 open circuit active.
or LK13 short circuit active.

Signals Override LK14 Permanently enabled if fitted.

Confirm Pedestrian Green LK15 open circuit active
or LK16 short circuit active

Link o/p Dim   LK17 open circuit for active
or LK18 short circuit for active

Link Dim Driver connection
to Bleeper control LK19 Active if fitted.

Link Dim Driver connection
to Bright /Dim relay LK20 Active if fitted.

Solar Cell O/R to Link Dim Driver
enable. LK21 Active if fitted.
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The Link settings for a standard Pelican controller are defined in the table below:-

LINK FACTORY SETTINGS
FORSTANDARD PELICAN

LK1 IN

LK2 OUT

LK3 OUT

LK4 IN

LK5 OUT

LK6 IN

LK7 OUT

LK8 IN

LK9 IN

LK10 IN

*LK11 OUT

LK12 OUT

LK13 IN

LK14 OUT

LK15 IN

LK16 OUT

LK17 IN

LK18 OUT

LK19 OUT

LK20 OUT

LK21 OUT

* Warning:  LK11 must NEVER be fitted under any circumstances for Pelican
applications as a potentially dangerous situation WILL result. 

5.2. Software

The software has been designed to accommodate differing requirements of customers in
respect to:-

- Ancillary equipment that may be fitted
- Size of the installation
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The software has default values which have been designed to agree with the more commonly
used equipment and controller installations, such that the software setup is minimal.  All
software functions are setup using a terminal connected to the engineers port on the manual
panel.

5.2.1. Engineer's Terminal

Any terminal device that has the transmission characteristics of Section 3.6.3. may be used. 
The recommended minimum length of the display is 14 characters.

5.2.1.1. XON-XOFF Protocol

To help prevent overrun of the Pelican input an XON/XOFF protocol has been introduced.

When a backlog of input has built up in the input buffer an XOFF (control S) is sent to the
attached device.  When space has been freed an XON (control Q) is sent to the attached
device.  If this protocol is ignored then reception is switched off when the buffer is full and is
only resumed when the entire buffer has been processed.

Note: It is quite possible to cause the Pelican to attempt to output faster than its baud rate
can cope with, eventually causing the output buffer to overrun.  In this circumstance, no further
output is stored in the buffer until it has completely cleared.

5.2.2. Engineer's Terminal Usage

5.2.2.1. Command Format

Most commands are simple three character strings and follow one of two formats.  Where
appropriate, '=' can be used after the command string to modify the data accessed by the
command.  The two command formats are:-

a) command: XYZ [enter] meaning:- to view data where appropriate
Response: XYZ:[data]
eg command: DFM [enter] (shows the current status of the detector fault monitor

for each detector) response:-  DFM:0000000

eg command: LOV=1 [enter] (ignore the linking signals to the Pelican) response:
LOV:1

b) command: XYZ [delimiter] [data item number] [enter] meaning: to view data
on an item where there are a number of similar items

response: XYZ:[data item number]:[data]

eg command: EXT/2 [enter] (shows the extension time allocated to detector 2)

response: EXT:2:3.0
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eg command: EXT/4=2.0 [enter] (change the extension time allocated to detector
4 to 2.0  seconds)

response: EXT:4:2.0

The [delimiter] may be '/' or a 'space'

5.2.2.2. Using '=' after [enter]

When a command had been terminated by [enter], the command can be recalled for change
by using the '=' sign (where appropriate)

eg command: DSF [enter] (shows the dim/bright filter time) (response: DSF:10)
followed by '=' causes the display to become:-

DSF= (with the cursor after the '=', awaiting data to be entered as in
5.2.2.1)

eg command: DCL/4 [enter] (shows the call delay time for detector 4) (response:
DCL:4:3.0) followed by '=' causes the display to become:-

DCL/4= (with the cursor after the '=', awaiting data to be entered as
in 5.2.2.1.)

See also Section 5.2.2.3

5.2.2.3. Using '+'or '-' or '*' to Step

Commands of type b) in 5.2.2.1 can be stepped forward and backwards using the '+' or '-' or '*'
 signs.

Commands of type b) can be thought of as a table.  '+', '-' and '*' will cause moves through the
table as in the example below for timeswitches:-

'*' causes moves in this direction'+' causes moves
in this direction

'-' causes moves
in this direction

TDY/1  TTD/1  TTS/1  TSB/1  TDM/1  TCL/1
TDY/2  TTD/2 etc
TDY/3 etc
TDY/4 etc
etc
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5.2.2.4. Error Messages

Error messages take two forms:-

a) At the termination of a command  by [enter],  an error message '< *ERR*' will be
displayed if the command cannot be interpreted by the software.  The '<' symbol is
placed against the first field where an error has been found.  Subsequent errors will not
be found until the command is reentered.

eg command: DET/4=22 [enter]
response: DET/4=22 < *ERR* (extension times up to 4.0 seconds only are

allowed)

eg command: DET/5=22 [enter]
response: DET/5 < *ERR* (detector inputs are numbered 0 - 4.  Only the

first error is indicated)

b) If a status type command (such as 'LIT') is entered, and once displayed followed with
an '=' sign, an error message 'ERROR' will be displayed.

5.2.2.5. Character Delete

Using the 'backspace' character causes the last character on the display to be deleted

eg command: EXT/49 [backspace]
response: EXT/4 with the cursor positioned after the '4'

The 'backspace' can be used any number of times.

5.3. Command Summary

Note: Not all of the commands below are available on all issues of software.

5.3.1. Detectors and Linking
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5.3.1.1. Detector input setup

Code 1st field 2nd field or
response

Description Default

EXT/
(detector)
0-4

(duration)
0-4.0 sec
0 = unused)

Detector extension time. (Detectors
allocated to the vehicle phase only)

1.5 on DET
0, else
NONE

DCL/
(detector)
0-4

(duration)
0-60.0 sec

Detector call delay time.  (Detectors
allocated to the pedestrian phase
only)

NONE
(0 =
unused)

DCN/
(detector)
0-4

(duration)
0-60.0 sec

Detector cancel delay time
(Detectors allocated to the
pedestrian phase only)

NONE
(0 =
unused)

DAC/
(detector)
0-4

(relay logic) OC
or SC

Detector input active state.  (Invalid
for a re-configuration input on pre-
version 5 software)

OC

DFA/
(detector)
0-4 or
PPB or
PB1

(duration) 0,5M-
255H (format
9H5M)

DFM inactive fault time (0 to test -
see Section 5.3.6).  Enter
Parameters as: 5M, 2H, or 3H5M

30M

DFI/
(detector)
0 - 4 or
PPB or
PB1

(duration)
0-255H
(format 9H5M)

DFM inactive fault (0 to test - see
Section 5.3.6).  Enter Parameters
as: 5M, 2H, or 3H5M

18H

DFM/
(detector)
0-4 or
PPB or
PB1

(boolean) 0 or
OFF, or 1 or
ON, or
"ACCEPTED"

Include or exclude in the DFM
monitoring.  See also "DFM" in
Section 5.3.5, 4.5.9, 4.5.10 and
5.3.6

110000 see
DFM in
5.3.5
DET0=ON
PPB =ON
DET1-4 =
OFF

ADP/
(detector)
0 - 4

(phase)
V = vehicle
P = pedestrian
X = deallocate

Allocate detector to phase.  See
Section 5.3.7

See 5.3.7
0 = V,
DET1-4 =
NONE

ADF - - Accept detector faults NO
FAULTS

DET - - Detector input status - see DET in
Section 5.3.5 (Invalid for a re-
configured input)
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5.3.1.2. Allocate detector 3 and detector 4 inputs to other functions

Code 1st Field or
response

Description Default

AD3
and
AD4

RSO Remote Signals Off. NORMAL

CTO Computer Take over
WKS Warden's Keyswitch

(Select other timeset - given by WKS)
Note: It is not possible to extend the timings from
the limits shown in Section 5.3.2

TS Time synchronisation
Using this facility, the Master Time Clock System
(MTCS) can be synchronised to 12 noon
(Section 5.3.15)

NORMAL or
OFF

When "NORMAL", input is used as standard
detector input as in Section 5.3.1.1.  Use "OFF"
to return to "NORMAL" operation.
Note:
1. Both inputs cannot be configured to the

same function.
2. The signals must be turned off before

inputs can be re-configured.
3. Active state of re-allocated inputs

defaults to open circuit.  On version 5
software onwards, the active state may
be changed to short circuit by using the
DAC command while the input is
allocated to the function.

4. Input may not be re configured if the
signals are off due to a fault and the
software has not been reset (RFL=2)

WKS (timeset)
1 - 4

Alternative timeset to use when detector 3 or
detector 4 inputs are reallocated.  See AD3
command.

Note: If VA mode is operational, then time-set 1
changes to 5, 2 to 6, etc.

1

Note: Use of AD3 or AD4 will invalidate commands DAC and DET for the associated detector
input on pre-version 5 software.

Active state of reallocated inputs defaults to open circuit, this may be changed to short circuit
by using the DAC command while the input is allocated to the function.
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5.3.1.3. Linking and Remote inputs setup

Code 1st field or
response

Description Default

LOV (boolean)
0 or OFF
1 or ON
(1=override)

Link override (When set to "ON" both local
and remote HVP, and ped  demand are
ignored).

0 

LLD (duration)
0.2-300 sec

LOCAL LINK Hold Vehicle Period Delay
release timer 

0.2 

LLW (duration)
0.2-300 sec

LOCAL LINK Hold Vehicle
Period Window Timer
(Immediate Demand Dependant Move)

7 (pre ver 5)
1.8 (ver 5 on)

LLO (duration)
10-300 sec 

LOCAL LINK Hold Vehicle Period Override
timer

100

LLA (relay logic)
OC or SC

LOCAL LINK Active state of HVP SC 

RLD (duration)
0.2-300 sec

REMOTE LINK Hold Vehicle
Period delay release timer

0.2

RLW (duration)
0.2-300 sec

REMOTE LINK Hold Vehicle
Period Window Timer (Immediate Demand
Dependant Move)

7 or 1.8 (see
LLW)

RLO (duration)
10-300 sec

REMOTE LINK Hold Vehicle 
Period Override timer

100

RLA (relay logic)
OC or SC

REMOTE LINK Active state of HVP SC

DVP (timing set)
1-4 or 99

REMOTE LINK dual vehicle period.  Gives
the timing set to use when in REMOTE
HVP.  When REMOTE HVP is removed the
timing set will not change back to its normal
setting until the controller next starts vehicle
green (ie must have gone through one
pedestrian cycle).  Under VA mode, timing
set 1 goes to 5, 2 to 6 etc.

99
(unused)

CAT/L 1-30 sec INHIBIT RELEASE TIME. Timed from start
of PGM period on remote controller as seen
from CA input.

26

CAT/D 0-30 sec CALL AHEAD DEMAND. Delay from end of
PGM period on remote controller to
insertion of pedestrian demand.

22

DSF (delay time)
1-60 sec

Dim/Bright switch filter time 10
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5.3.2. Timing sets

Code 1st field 2nd field or
response

Description Default

TSS - (timing set) 1-8 Select the timing set to view or
change.  See Section 5.3.8

1 

TSI - (timing set) 1-8 Display or change the timing set
in use.  See Section 5.3.8

1 if FVP

MAX/ (phase) V (duration)
10.0-60.0 sec

Max green timer when in VA
mode.  See Section 5.3.10

40.0

MAX/ P min/p - 25.0 sec Max timer for pedestrian phase
not used in Pelican.  Reserved for
Puffin/Toucan

25

5.3.2.1. Pelican (MCE 0125 sequence) - See Section 5.3.10

Code 1st field 2nd field or
response
(duration)

Time for Aspects Comments Default

Vehicle
Aspects

Ped
Aspects

LS1
or
MIN/V

- 6.0-15.0 sec
(VA) (timing
sets 5-8) or
10.0-60.0 sec
(FVP) (timing
sets 1-4)

Green Red 7.0 or
25.0 

LS2 - Fixed 3.0 sec Amber Red 3.0 
LS3/ G 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Gap

Change
1.0

LS3/ F 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Forced
Change

3.0

LS3/ L 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Linking
Change

3.0

LS4
MIN/P

- 4.0-9.0 sec Red Green 7.0

LS5 - 0.0-2.0 sec Red Flash
Green

2.0

LS6 - 6.0-18.0 sec Flash
Amber

Flash
Green

8.0

LS7 - 1.0-2.0 sec Flash
Amber 

Red 2.0 
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5.3.2.2.  Pedestrian (MCE 0145) - See Section 5.3.10

Code 1st field 2nd field or
response
(duration)

Time for Aspects Comments Default

Vehicle
Aspects

Ped
Aspects

LS1
or
MIN/V

- 6.0-15.0 sec
(VA) (timing
sets 5-8) or
10.0-60.0 sec
(FVP) (timing
sets 1-4)

Green Red 7.0 (VA) 
or 25.0
(FVP) 

LS2 - Fixed 3.0 sec Amber Red 3.0 
LS3/ G 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Gap

Change
1.0

F 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Forced
Change

3.0

L 1.0-3.0 sec Red Red Linking
Change

3.0

LS4
MIN/P

- 4.0-20 sec Red Green 7.0

LS5 - 0-20 sec Red Black
out

8.0

LS6 - 0-8 sec Red Red 2.0
LS7 - 2 sec (fixed) Red/

Amber
Red 2.0 
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5.3.3. Timeswitches, Master Time Clock and CLF

Code 1st field 2nd field or
response

Description Default

TDY/ (timeswitch)
1-20

(day code) 0-16 Day code for timeswitch
number - See Section 5.3.11

0 (SUN)

TTD/ (timeswitch)
1-20

(time)
hrs:mins:sec

Time of day to implement
timeswitch - See Section
5.3.11

00:00:00

TTS/ (timeswitch)
1-20

(timing set)
1-8 or 99 

Timing set to implement
timeswitch - See Section
5.3.11

99
(unused)

TSB/ (timeswitch)
1-20

0 or 1 or 99 1 =
suppress

Suppress bleeper - See
Section 5.3.11

99
(unused)

TDM/ (timeswitch)
1-20

<state>
<detector>
where <state>
is ON,OFF or
99 and
<detector> is 0-
4 or PPB or
PB1

Turn DFM scan on or off on
selected detector or Pedestrian
Pushbutton (Detector or
pushbutton is still input active)
eg TDM = ON/0 - turns DFM
scan on for detector 0

99 
(unused)

TCL/ (timeswitch)
1-20

(plan) 1-8 or 99
or 0 (isolate
from CLF)

Select cableless linking plan 99
(unused)

TOD - (time)
hrs:mins:sec

The time of day - Setting TOD
also sets up the crystal clock

CAL - (calendar)
day:mth:yr

Calendar - eg, 30:JUN:87 

DAY - (day) SUN-SAT The day of the Week -
(informative only)

CLP/ (plan)
1-8

(duration)
0.1-300.0 sec

Cableless Linking Prevent ped
phase, (Hold Vehicle)

0.1

CLX/ (plan)
1-8

(duration)
0.1-300.0 sec

Cableless Linking demand
dependent move on extension
timeout (Prevent except).  N.B.
MAX timer is unused.

0.1

CLW/ (plan)
1 - 8

(duration)
0.1-300.0 sec

Cableless linking Immediate
move to ped phase on
demand, (window)

0.1

CLF      -      - Monitor CLF operation.  See
Section 5.3.5
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Code 1st field or
response

Description Default

RCL (boolean)
ON or OFF

Revert to CLF.  When 'ON', 10 seconds after
Remote HVP input is removed, the latest
timeswitch pertaining to CLF will be actioned. 
The CLF plan will be synchronised with the
original timeswitch time of introduction.

OFF

XTL (time)
hrs:mins:sec

When armed, loads the crystal clock from TOD.
 When the crystal reaches the XTL time, TOD is
reloaded from the crystal clock.  See Section
5.3.12

99:99:99

BST (week number)
1-52:1-52
(X:Y, when
X=Y, then BST
unused)

British summertime advance or retard occurs at
2am on the Sunday of the week number.
Jan 1 = Week 1.  Week begins Monday.

13:43
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5.3.4. Rellocate Pedestrian Green confirm and Wait confirm output relays

Code 1st Field 2nd Field
 or response

Description Default

APR
or
AWR

TF OC or SC
Active state of
output.

Test facility.  The output is open
circuit when a handset is attached

NORMAL

Active
state of
output
(OC)

TFL OC or SC
Active state of
output.

Test facility latched.  The output is
open circuit when a handset is
attached and remains so until
0600 hours following

FL OC or SC
Active state of
output.

Fault Log entry.  The output is open
circuit when there is an entry in the
fault log 

DF OC or SC
Active state of
output.

DFM failure.  The output is open
circuit when there is a DFM failure

CS OC or SC
Active state of
output.

Time synchronisation confirm. 
Gives a 3 s confirm pulse when the
MTCS is resynchronised to 12 noon
by the TS bit (AD3/AD4) (Section
5.3.15)

NORMAL
or OFF

When "NORMAL", output is used for
standard use as described in 5.3.12
ie Pedestrian green confirm or Wait
confirm.  Use "OFF" to return to
"NORMAL" operation.
Note 1: Both outputs cannot be
configured to the same function.
Note 2: Outputs must be configured
as "NORMAL" before making a
change, eg to change APR:TF:OC
to short circuit active state, type
APR=OFF then APR=TF/SC
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5.3.5. General, Monitoring and status commands

Detectors/Pushbutton inputs

Code Description
DET Shows the status of the detector and Pushbutton inputs

Response is updated when an input changes state.
Note: Response for a re-configured detector input is invalid (prior to version 5
software)

DFM Shows the status of the detector fault monitor 
0 No DFM fault
1 DFM active fault
2 DFM inactive fault
5 Accepted DFM active fault
6 Accepted DFM inactive fault
8 DFM not configured

Note: If any input fails DFM either active or inactive (including accepted faults)
the software will treat the input as permanently active.  Use DFM/<input
number> = ON to reset the DFM status for an input.  See 5.3.6. for full details on
clearing DFM failures.

DFM/

TST

DFM lamp test.  The DFM lamp will come on for 30 seconds unless the DFM
RESET button on the Manual Panel is pressed.

TST/ Detector extension test.  See Section 5.3.13

PB1 (5.13.17)
Det 4
Det 3
Det 2
Det 1
Det 0
Pedestrian Pushbutton

Response DET: 0     1      0     1     1      0     0

PB1 (5.13.17)
Det 4
Det 3
Det 2
Det 1
Det 0
Pedestrian Pushbutton

Response DFM: 0     0      8     8     8      8     8
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UTC/Linking inputs and outputs

Code Description
IOP=L Shows the status of the linking inputs

IOP=0 Shows the status of the confirm outputs.  See Section 5.3.14.

IOP=M Shows the status of the Manual Panel switches

Solar Cell override (1 = Override)
Solar Cell (1 = Dim)
Artificial Ped Demand (1 = Demand
Remote Hold Vehicle Period (1 = HVP, 2 = Override)
Local link Hold Vehicle Period (1 = HVP, 2 = Override)
LI Input (1 = Active) (5.3.17)
CA Input (1 = Active) (5.3.17)

Response IOP:L
1   0   1   1   0   1   0

VG confirm relay ( 1 = OC [active])
Bleeper/Tactile ( 0 = ON)
PG confirm relay ( 1 = OC [active])
WAIT confirm relay ( 1 = OC [active])
Bright/dim status ( 1 = DIM)
DFM lamp status ( 1 = lamp ON)
Signals on relay ( 1 = power ON)

Response IOP:O:
0   0   1   0   1   1   0   * * indicates a reallocated output APR/AWR

DFM reset button ( 1 = operated)
FVP/VA switch ( 0 = VA)
Solar cell override ( 1 = override)
Vehicle extension switch ( 1 = ext set)
Pedestrian demand switch ( 1 = demand set)
Signals on/off switch ( 1 = signals off)

Response IOP:M:
0   0   1   0   0   0
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Status Monitoring

Code Description
CLF Monitor the Cableless Linking operation

Response: CLF:<CLF Plan number>:<Group>:status>
where <CLF Plan number> is 1-8
Group> is PREVENT, PVXCPT or WINDOW
<status> is W for Ped demand (WAIT)
or * for No Ped demand
or H for a Ped demand but with the controller Held on the vehicle green

PSS Shows the status of the preset switches on the CPU card.

IST Shows timer information and phase running

LIT Shows the aspect status

Response:
V>.A*.:P>.G*.:

Where V corresponds to the vehicle phase
P corresponds to the pedestrian phase
R RED on
A AMBER on
A* Flashing AMBER on
G GREEN on
G* Flashing GREEN on
W Wait on
B Bleeper on

The response is updated on an historical basis.

8   7   6   5   4   3   2   1 Bits
1   0   1   1   0   0   0   1 Response PSS

Parity (Parity must be EVEN)
Protect from RFL = 99 (1 = Protect)
Use extended inputs (0 - Ignore)
(for call ahead facility) (1 - Use)
Light sequence type (0 = Pelican Seq)

(1 = Ped Seq)
Master/Slave (0 = Master
SDE/SA equipment (0 = not fitted)
Normal VA/PTM mode (0 = normal VA
VA equipment fitted (1 = fitted)

Conflicting demand present
Phase (V or P or * if intergreen)
Extension timer active (or held by CLF)
Green (max) time remaining
Minimum green time remaining

Response IST:04:17:X:VC
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VRM Shows or changes the Vehicle red lamp monitor circuits which are to be active. 
At least one circuit must be active.

An 'F' in a position will indicate the failure of that circuit. 
RSN ROM serial number

Note: The serial number is currently of the form 88-8016xx-yy where xx is the
MPC product variant:-

00 for standard Pelican firmware
10 for standard Puffin firmware
20 for standard Toucan firmware

yy gives the version number of the firmware

PROMs that report RSN:88-8017-** or RSN:88-8016-** should be
upgraded to the latest version of firmware.

OMU Shows controller status when the command is entered for remote monitoring
purposes.

Response <Veh. Phase Ped Phase Bleeper/Wait> <Volts>
where <Veh. Phase Ped Phase Bleeper/Wait> is as below:-

Veh. Phase Ped. Phase Bleeper/Wait
R R B
A G W
G F (flashing)
F (flashing)

and <Volts> is the lamp supply voltage as measured by the controller.
MOD The operating mode of the controller in the format

"MOD:<FIELD1>:<FIELD2>:<FIELD3>" where <FIELD1> = VA or FVP or
INVALID, <FIELD2> = NO CLF or CLF and <FIELD3> = "_" or CLF plan
number.  Can be used to change operating mode between VA and FVP, eg type
MOD = FVP to change to fixed vehicle period.  Note "INVALID" is displayed if
attempting to override a higher priority such as the manual panel FVP/VA switch.
 (Section 5.3.9.)

* Or held by CLF ie X except in CLF PVXCPT

Response VRM:   0   1    1    1   (default 1111)

Vehicle Red 4 monitor (1 = active)
Vehicle Red 3 monitor
Vehicle Red 2 monitor
Vehicle Red 1 monitor
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Fault Log

Code Description

FLF  Shows the count of faults in the fault log
'+' or '-' will step through the fault log to the next entry. Individual fault log items
can be cleared using '='

Fault log items Shutdown
ATI Audio tone inoperable -
AUD Audio tone non-compliance Yes
BRN Mains brownout (each mains cycle lost) -
DFM DFM faults.  See DFM command -
DOG Watchdog timeouts Yes
DVL Default Values Loaded Yes
GCH Hardware has detected a green conflict. Yes

Note.  The number will increase.  The controller must be turned off
then on to unlatch the hardware circuit.
RFL = 2 can then be used as below.

GCS Software has detected a green conflict Yes
GCM Green conflicts monitor compliance faults Yes
GNC General non compliance faults Yes
RAM Ram sumcheck faults Yes
RED Vehicle red monitor failures.  See VRM command Yes
RES Power fails (or resets) -
RGN Vehicle red / ped or veh green non-compliance Yes
ROM PROM sumcheck fault Yes
SFW Software warnings -
COM Communications error -
RNC Vehicle Red non-compliance Yes

RFL Reset the fault log

RFL = 1 Clears the fault log only
= 2 Clears the fault log and causes a software reset
= 99 Clears the fault log, causes a software reset, and causes

all data areas to be reinitialised with their default values.

Warning: RFL = 99 will overwrite all previously entered data.

5.3.6. DFM Setup and Usage

Active and inactive fault times can be separately set for each detector/pushbutton input using
the DFA/DFI handset commands.  Time values in the range "5M" to "255H" can be set. Setting
either DFA/ [detector] = 0 or DFI/ [detector] = 0, invokes a 1 minute test of the DFM on that
input.  If the detector changes to the correct state during the test and software resets the DFM
failure count, then 'PASSED' is displayed (else 'FAILED').  The test does not affect the time
previously set.  The DFM lamp is not illuminated unless it was on prior to the test.  If the DFM
indicates a detector is faulty, then a detect state is automatically inserted by the software.
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Any input which fails DFM will be treated as permanently active by the software until fully
cleared by the "DFM/" command (see below), accepted faults continue to be treated as
permanently active.

With the DFM/ command, the user can specify whether an individual input is to be monitored
for DFM faults.  The default state of the detectors and pedestrian pushbutton for monitoring is
Pedestrian pushbutton ON, detector 0 ON, detectors 1 - 4 OFF.  In addition, the command can
be used to clear a DFM failure for an input once it has changed state by using the command
DFM/<input name>=ON, this will clear the appropriate entry in the DFM status command and 
(if it is the only failure) extinguish the DFM bulb.  It is recommended that this command is used
where a reported fault has been corrected.

The ADF command is used to "accept" any failures which caused the DFM bulb to light.  It
alters the appropriate entries in the DFM status command to different code numbers (see
5.3.5) and extinguishes the DFM bulb.  Once a fault has been accepted the DFM status
command will show the original code numbers and the "DFM/" command will give the response
DFM:<input name>:ACCEPTED.  Note that if an RFL=2 command is given before the
accepted fault is cleared (see DFM/ above) the DFM bulb will re-light, the DFM status
command will give the response DFM <input name>:ON.  It is recommended that this
command is used where a reported fault cannot be corrected on site.

A pushbutton on the manual panel is also provided, this will extinguish the DFM lamp if all
faulty detectors have returned to normal operation.  The DFM status command is not affected.

5.3.7. Allocate Detector to Phase (ADP)

The default values for this item are in the form:-

ADP:0:V
ADP:1:NONE
ADP:2:NONE
ADP:3:NONE
ADP:4:NONE

for detectors 0 - 4 respectively.  Detectors may be allocated to the vehicle (V) or pedestrian (P)
phases.  Extension times are ineffective if the detector has been allocated to the pedestrian
phase.  Call/cancel timers are ineffective if the detector has been allocated to the vehicle
phase.  A detector that has been allocated to the vehicle or pedestrian phase must be
deallocated using ADP/ [detector] = X [enter] before reallocation is possible. 

5.3.8. Timing Set Selection and Timing Set in Use (TSS and TSI)

Setting a value for TSS allows that timing set given by LS1 - LS7 and MAX/V to be viewed or
changed.

Setting a value for TSI changes the current timeset in use, until another event occurs.  The
actual change is delayed until the end of the current running period, ie end of LS1 or LS2 etc. 
See also Section 5.3.9

Note: Timing sets 1 - 4 are for FVP mode and 5 - 8 are for VA mode, see Section 5.3.9.
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5.3.9. Controller Operating Mode (MOD)

When 'VA equipment' switch (see Section 5.1.1.1) is set on the configuration switches, the
available Modes of operation are Vehicle Actuation (VA) or Fixed Vehicle Period (FVP).  There
are eight timing sets, 1 - 4 are for FVP, and 5 - 8 are for VA.  The MOD command will switch
between these timing sets, such that timing set 1 will be replaced by timing set 5, 2 by 6, etc. 
See also Section 5.3.8

When the 'VA equipment' switch is not set, or the 'VA/FVP' switch on the manual panel is set to
FVP, then only timing sets 1-4 are available.  When this switch is set to FVP, it is not possible
to override to VA.

If the mode is changed using an Engineer's Terminal, this is effective only until the next
occurrence of a timeswitch (Section 5.3.11) which itself changes the mode.

5.3.10. Lamp Set Timings (LS1-LS7), and Max and Min Times (MAX/ and MIN/)

Lamp set timings LS1-LS7 are available for each timing set 1-8 (see Sections 5.3.8. and
5.3.9.).  For timing sets 1-4, (ie FVP), LS1, the vehicle green time, defaults to 25 seconds and
for timing sets 5- 8, (ie VA), LS1 defaults to 7.0 seconds.  Each timing set has a MAX and a
MIN green time associated with it for the vehicle phase.  Under FVP mode, MAX/V has no
effect.  Note also that LS1 and MIN/V, and LS4 and MIN/P are synonymous.  In VA mode LS1
is extendable by detectors up to time given by MAX/V.

The all red period given by LS3/ has three entries which are used when different conditions
exist.  On a change to the pedestrian phase, only one entry is used at any one time.  The
conditions are given in the table below.  Highest priority is shown first.  A condition requesting a
lower priority will have no effect.

Existing Condition Time period

Speed Equipment fitted LS3/F
Max Change (VA/PTM Mode) LS3/F
FVP Mode LS3/F
Detector Extension Test LS3/F
Call Ahead Facility LS3/L
HVP active (link and remote) LS3/L
Gap Change (VA/PTM mode) LS3/G

If a VA timeset is selected and programmed, the corresponding FVP timeset should be
programmed.

5.3.11. Timeswitch Selection (TDY/,TTD/,TTS/,TDM/,TSB/ and TCL/)

Any or all of the timing set in use (given by TTS/), turn DFM on or off (given by TDM), 
cableless linking (given by TCL/) and bleeper suppression (given by TSB/) can be selected
together on a 'time of day' or 'time of week' basis for any of the timeswitch entries given by
TDY/ and TTD/.  TDY/ gives the day or group of days and TTD/ gives the time of day.  The day
codes that can be used with TDY/ are:-
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Code Numerical Equivalent Meaning

SUN 0 Sunday
MON 1 Monday
TUE 2 Tuesday
WED 3 Wednesday
THU 4 Thursday
FRI 5 Friday
SAT 6 Saturday

XSU 7 every day except Sunday
XMO 8 every day except Monday
XTU 9 every day except Tuesday
XWE 10 every day except Wednesday
XTH 11 every day except Thursday
XFR 12 every day except Friday
XSA 13 every day except Saturday

WKD 14 Monday to Friday
WND 15 Saturday and Sunday
WEK 16 all week

The timing set to select (TSS/) also defines the mode to be programmed since sets 1-4 are for
FVP, and 5-8 for VA mode.  The selected mode can be overridden by MOD on the Engineer's
Terminal until another timetable entry occurs, or by the FVP/VA switch on the manual panel,
which cannot be overridden to VA by a timetable entry when the switch is set to FVP.  (Note:
VA mode may not be valid).

It is important to remember that timeswitch entries represent events.  For example, if the
bleeper has been suppressed on Wednesday only, the suppression must be subsequently
removed (say on Thursday) to reactivate the bleeper.

Example: Use timing set 1 between the hours of 0700-1900, else use timing set 2.  Turn the
bleeper off between 2230-0700.

Commands: (all are followed by [enter])

TDY/1=WEK ie All Week
TTD/1=07 00 ie 0700 hours
TTS/1=1 ie Use timing set 1
TSB/1=0 ie remove the bleeper suppression

TDY/2=WEK ie All Week
TTD/2=19 00 ie 1900 hours
TTS/2=2 ie Use timing set 2
(TSB/2=99 ie Do not change the bleeper suppression)

TDY/3=WEK ie All Week
TTD/3=22 30 ie 2230 hours
(TTS/3=99 ie Do not change the timing set)
TSB/3=1 ie suppress the bleeper

5.3.12. Crystal Rendezvous (XTL)

Because the mains frequency may not be accurate at any given time, a difficulty arises when
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trying to set up a number of controllers with the same time of day (TOD).  The problem arises
because an operator using a digital timing source (eg a wrist watch), has no idea of the drift in
the mains frequency during the time between setting the first controller time of day (TOD), and
the last.

Setting a value in XTL forces the processor to take its timing source as the crystal clock, and
not the mains frequency.  When the time of day (TOD), which is now derived from the crystal
clock, reaches the XTL time, the timing source reverts to the mains frequency.  Since the
crystal frequency will not drift very far over a short period of time, a number of controllers can
be set up to the same time of day (TOD) if XTL is set to the same value in each.

If XTL has been armed by inserting a time into it, it can be unarmed by setting XTL to be just
ahead of TOD.

5.3.13. Detector Extension Test (TST/)

This command causes a detector equipment to become 'disconnected' in the software.  A test
sequence of data is then applied to the detector input specified which simulates that detector in
the normal manner, ie extensions are applied to the controller.  Invoking the command TST/4
produces the acknowledgment TST:4:

After a two second delay, the simulated detector input is asserted for 0.1 seconds.  This event
is accompanied by displaying 'S' (START), ie TST:4:S:

When the extension timer associated with the specified input expires, 'T' (TERMINATED) is
displayed, ie TST:4:S:T

Whilst the test is active, if a change occurs to the pedestrian phase, a 'forced' long all red
(LS3/F in the active timeset) is used.

A failure of the extension timer will produce the message 'FAILED' instead of 'T'.  If TST is
entered for an unconfigured detector it will produce the message 'BAD'.

5.3.14. Confirm Signal Output States (IOP =O) 

The state of outputs and their active conditions are shown in the table overleaf:-
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Signal Active Condition Causing Active State Power Down State

Confirm Veh Green OC Vehicle green energised SC
(CFGVG)

Link Veh Green
(LINK VG)
LK1 set - OC Vehicle green energised SC
see 5.1.2

Link Veh Green
(LINKVG)
LK2 set - SC Vehicle green energised OC
see 5.1.2

Tactile SC Audible indicator output energised

Confirm ped green OC Pedestrian green energised SC
(CFGPG)

Confirm WAIT OC Wait indicator energised SC
(CFGWAIT)

Link WAIT OC Wait indicator energised SC
(LINKWAIT)

Link O/P Dim SC Dimmed signals OC
(LINKDIM)

Note: For confirm power fail, (signals off) see Section 4.4.3.2.

5.3.15. Time Synchronisation Facility (TS bit)

Using this facility the Master Time Clock System can be synchronised to 12 Noon, this is
achieved as a result of receiving the sequence '0', '1', '0' in successive one second UTC cycle
slots (MCE0141 B.10.6.6).

Where: '0' represents the active (closed circuit) state.
'1' represents the idle (open circuit) state.

Synchronisation occurs on the transition between the '1' and the second '0'. If the central '1' is
not 1 second (+/- 10%) then the sequence is not accepted.

5.3.15.1. Signal Inputs

Either of the reconfigurable inputs Det3 or Det4 can be used for this signal, the parameter TS
is used in conjunction with one of the commands AD3 or AD4.
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Eg to attach TS to Det3

Type AD3=TS
Response AD3:TS

The signal lA should be switched off for this command to be accepted (the command is not
accepted if shutdown due to a fault).

If required the active sense of the signal may be inverted using the DAC command (while the
function is configured)

The TS bit is available on version 6 firmware onwards.

5.3.16. Time Synchronisation Response (CS bit)

When the Master Time Clock System has been synchronised to 12 Noon, using the above
facility, a confirmation signal consisting of a three second pulse is sent, if configured.

(The CS bit as specified conforms to MCE0141 B10.6.7)

Reply bit CS is configured using the APR or AWR commands, the active state of this signal is
configurable.

Eg Use Confirm PG relay with default state (Open Circuit)

Type APR/CS
Response APR:CS:OC

Eg Use Confirm WAIT relay output specifying short circuit as active state.

Type AWR/CS/SC
Response AWR:CS:SC

This confirmation bit is available on version 7 firmware onwards.

5.3.17. Call Ahead Facility

5.3.17.1. Description of Facility

The Call Ahead Facility allows dual MPC Pelican controllers to be cross connected, to give a
forward demand in the remote controller when the 'outside' pedestrian pushbutton on the local
MPC is pressed.  Also provided is a scheme of cross link inhibition, that allows timed release of
the remote MPC, following the start of the pedestrian green man period in the local controller.

5.3.17.2. Connections

The 'outside' pedestrian pushbutton is connected to the PB1 (Det5) input on the local
controller.  When this pushbutton is operated it behaves as for the PPB input except that a call
ahead pulse of 0.1 second duration is generated on 'confirm PG' when it is first pressed in a
cycle.

Two links are required for the full facility:-

A: Confirm PG, is connected to the CA (Det6) input on the remote controller.  This
connection is used for two purposes, firstly to signal pressing of PB1 for the first
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time and secondly for its standard meaning, to indicate the PGM period.

B: Link VG, is connected to the LI (Det7) input on the remote controller.  This
connection signals the start of the cross inhibit period. Link VG is configured, by
moving LNK1 to LNK2 on the Peli Special Card, to give short circuit (SC) as its
active state.

Note: In order to use the extended inputs, switch 3 on the CPU1 card must be ON
and LNK2 made on the backplane.  The LI and CA inputs cannot be configured for
active state, so LNK VG and CFG PG should be setup as indicated.

Connection shown only from MPC A to MPC B (for clarity)

5.3.17.3. Usage of signals

When the remote controller sees the 'call ahead pulse' on input CA, it changes mode to Pre-
timed maximum mode, starting the vehicle max timer if not already running.  At the end of the
PGM period, as seen on the CA input, a timer is started.  On termination of this 'call ahead
demand' timer, a pedestrian demand is established.  This demand is not accompanied by
illumination of the WAIT lamp.
The LI input (going open circuit) is used to signal start of inhibition.  There are two conditions
for the release of inhibition.  Firstly, inhibition can be released by removing LI before PGM is
seen on the CA input.  If however LI is present at the start of PGM then the inhibition is only
released by timeout of the 'link inhibit' timer, which timer was started at the start of the PGM
period. If the LI input is open circuit (OC) for more than two minutes, it is overridden until it is
seen to return to SC.

outer
PBB

(PB1)

outer
PBB

(PB1)

MPC A MPC B

LNK VG

CFG PG

LI

CA

normal PPBnormal PPB
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When the remote controller moves from the vehicle phase, the all-red timing is affected by the
link condition, the link timing value is given by handset command LS3/L.

Note: This form of cross inhibit linking should not be used if a second cycle of the inhibiting
controller can start before inhibition is lifted in the remote controller, in these circumstances
use linking to local HVP inputs instead.

5.3.17.4. Timers for Call Ahead Demand Cross Inhibit Link Release.

The CAT command takes two parameters, the first identifying the timer affected, while the
other if present specifies the duration.

CAT/D will access the Call Ahead Demand timer, range [0..30 s]

CAT/L will access the Cross Inhibit Link Release timer, range [1..30 s]

Call Ahead (CA) and Link Inhibit (LI) inputs

The IOP/L command variant has been extended to report CA and LI status.

5.3.17.5. Summary

MPC B
Max timer
running

demand delay

Outer PBB

inhibit release delay

PG >4s
MPC A
CFG PG (=CA)

MPC A
LNK VG (=LI)

MPC B
Inhibit

MPC B Demand from call ahead
(only generated if pulse seen by MPC B)

0.1 s
pulse
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To install these facilities, the following actions are required.

1. Set switch 3 on CPU1 board, to allow additional inputs to be read by the
software.

2. Ensure that LNK2 on backplane is present, to obtain the correct inputs.

3. On the Pelican Special Card move link from LNK1 to LNK2 to give active state
of Link VG as SC.

4. Cross connect from the upper CFG PG terminal to CA (Det6) input and from the
lower CFG PG terminal to 0V.

5. Cross connect from the upper LNK VG terminal to LI (Det7) input and from the
lower LNK VG terminal to 0V.

6. Connect 'outside' pushbuttons to PB1 (Det5) inputs.

Note: To use version 8 (or later) software on MPCs not fitted with additional inputs, switch 3
on CPU1 card must be OFF, otherwise extended inputs will be read as copies of Det0, Det1,
and Det2.
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6. INSTALLATION

Warning: Please read health and safety warning at the front of this Handbook.

6.1. Small Outercase Version

The small outercase version is supplied in four component parts:-

- Pole
- Equipment Rack
- Main/Dim Transformer
- Outercase, (including Fixing Kit and Inner Door).

The contents of the Fixing Kit are as follows:-

Items Qty Where Used
M4 Hex Tapped Stud Metal Spacer (18mm) 2 6.1.9 (2 off)
M4 x 10 Taptite Pan Head Recessed Screw 14 6.1.4 (4 off), 6.1.6 (6 off),

6.1.9 (4 off)
M5 x 16 Allen Headed Screw 8 6.1.8 (8 off)
M5 Spring Washer 5 6.1.3 (3 off), 6.1.5 (1 off)

6.1, 6 (1 off)
M5 Hex Full Nut 3 6.1.5 (1 off), 6.1.1 (1 off)

6.1.6 (1 off)
M4 Hex Full Nut 2 6.1.4 (2 off)
M5 x 10 Allen Headed Screw 3 6.1.3 (3 off)
M4 Shakeproof Washer 4 6.1.9 (2 off)
M5 x 16 Hex Head Screw 2 6.1.1 (1 off), 6.1.5 (1 off)
M6 Spring Washer 2 6.1.1 (2 off)
M5 Nylon Shoulder Washer 8 6.1.8 (8 off)
Temporary Earth Lead fitted with 5mm Blue
Eyelet Crimp

1 6.1.1 (1 off)

Temporary Securing bracket for Castellated
Cable Termination Panel

2 6.1.4 (2 off)

Yale 900 Key 2 Front Door
S18 Key 2 Rear Door
Triangular Head key 1 Pole Access Door
Self Adhesive foam strip 1.4 m Top of pole (see Figure 6.1)

For convenience the controller has been designed to be installed in two stages, if necessary,
because of the difficulties of co-ordination the electricity supply with the intersection installation.
 The pole is first concreted into the ground and the outercase fixed to the pole (see Section
6.1.8.).  When the intersection cabling is complete the Mains/Dim transformer is fitted then the
equipment rack mounted on top of the pole and connections made.  The pole contains a
termination panel for the Electricity Board's supply.
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Figure 6.1.1 Pole Mounting Details

DFM LENS

6.1.1. Pole Installation

It is recommended that the pole is embedded in concrete.  The pole should be installed with
approximately 475 mm below ground.  Before the concrete sets, a channel should be
excavated in the concrete in front of the cable entry slot to allow for easy entry of cables.  

WARNING When installing close to a kerbside or wall, note the position of the outercase doors
in relation to the access holes in the pole as shown in figure 6.1.1.

Please note the distance between the side of the pole to the edge of the outercase with the
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doors open is130 mm.  When installed the pole close to a wall, the outercase can be mounted
temporarily on the pole to get optimum position.

When the pole has been installed fit the temporary earth lead supplied in the Fixing Kit to the
earth point behind the Access Panel in the pole using the M5 x 16 Hex Head screw with 2 off
M6 spring washers and a nut, (see Figure 6.1.1.).

6.1.2. Electricity Board's Supply

Anytime after the pole has been installed, (see Section 6.1.1.), the mains supply from the
Electricity Board can be installed.  The supply is terminated in the pole on the wooden board
supplied.  If the equipment rack and the outercase have been installed then the supply tails
can be terminated at this time.  The pole must be bonded to earth using the temporary earth
lead supplied, (see Section 6.1.1.), or to the earthing bar if the equipment rack is fitted.

Note. Ensure that the on/off switch on the castellated cable termination panel is in the
'off' position before the tails are connected.  Connection of supply should only be
carried out by the local Electricity Board or its agents.

A 16 A fuse from the Electricity Board is recommended.
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6.1.3. Installing the Mains/Dim Transformer

This transformer must be fitted regardless of whether DIM voltages are to be used or not, since
it contains windings used on DC supplies.  As the transformer is fitted to the top plate of the
pole, (see Figure 6.1.3.) removal of the outercase and the equipment rack will give greater
access, but this is not necessary.  If the equipment rack is to stay in position, the inner door,
the lower blanking panel, the manual panel, the Lamp Switch card and the slot blanking plate
will need to be removed, (see Section 6.1.4.).  Generally the transformer should be fitted
before the equipment rack.

Using the 3 off M5 x 10 Allen headed screws and spring washers, fit the transformer onto the
top plate as shown in Figure 6.1.3.  Note the orientation of the transformer with regard to its
connecting block.  See also Section 6.1.4. and 6.1.5.

There are two types of Mains/Dim transformer - a small transformer (5A) for a single Pelican
and a large transformer (10A) for dual Pelicans, and single Pelicans requiring more current
from the +24 V supply.  See also Section 4.2.

6.1.4. Signal Cables and Termination of Armouring

For termination of signal cables, removing the outercase will increase access.   Remove the
castellated cable termination panel and the mains filter from the equipment rack and
disconnect the cable connections to the backplane, listed below.  The castellated cable
termination panel and its wiring loom can then be pulled free from the equipment rack.

Note: Before any cables can be disconnected from the backplane the Mains safety cover must
be removed

The following cable connections need to be disconnected:-

Blue, White and Brown Wires from terminal TB1, (MAINS I/Ps)
4 way grey ribbon cable to PL11
Green/Yellow wire from green terminal on Mains Filter
2 x Green/Yellow wires from Castellated Termination panel to earth bar

Figure 6.1.4. shows terminal positions on the backplane.

The castellated cable termination panel can be mounted temporarily on the top plate of the
pole so that the signal cable armouring can be made off to it, using 2 off temporary securing
brackets, 4 off M4 x 10 Pan head screws and 2 off M4 nuts.

Signal cables should be pulled through the slot in the top plate to a length of approximately 650
mm.  The outer sheathing is then trimmed to leave approximately 90 mm of it above the top
plate of the pole.  The armouring is then trimmed so that approximately 30 mm of it can be
secured to the Castellated cable termination panel.  A metal ring (not supplied) is inserted
between the armouring and the inner sheath of the cable which is then secured to the
Castellated cable termination panel using a hose clip.  The inner sheath of the cable is then
trimmed to reveal the individual insulated conductors.

Note: Maximum number of cables that can be accommodated is six.
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6.1.5. Connecting the Mains/Dim Transformer

Warning: The mains supply to the controller should be disconnected if this has not
already been done, since hazardous voltages exist in this vicinity.

It will be advantageous if the intersection cabling is completed before this task is undertaken
(see Section 6.1.4.).  The castellated cable termination panel must be fitted as in 6.1.3.

Using the free end of the wiring loom near to the DIM transformer, make the following
connections (ensuring that the inputs and the outputs to the filter are physically separated from
each other):-

Brown to 220 V or 240 V as required, (Mains Supply)
Blue to 0 V (next to 120 V)
White to 120 V, 140 V or 160 V as required, (Dimming Voltage)

core 1 - terminal marked 0 V
core 2 - terminal marked 9 V
core 3 - terminal marked 0 V
core 4 - terminal marked 18 V

Fit an M5 x 16 hex headed bolt through the earthing stud hole in the pole top plate.  The bolt
should be inserted from the underside of the top plate and secured on top with an M5 spring
washer and nut.

6.1.6. Installing the Equipment Rack (see Figure 1B.)

The equipment rack should not be installed until the intersection cabling is complete, and has
been terminated as in Section 6.1.4.  This does not include the Electricity Board's supply.

If the outercase has been fitted, this should be removed.  Remove the inner door from the
equipment rack if it has been fitted.  Remove the temporary securing brackets from the
castellated cable termination panel.

Remove the front lower blanking panel from the equipment rack to increase access.  Using 6
off M4 x 10 Pan head screws fit the equipment rack onto the top plate of the pole such that the
Castellated panel is on the same side as the access cover in the pole.

Refit the Green/Yellow earth wire with the faston connector back on to the green terminal of
the Mains filter then refit the Mains filter to the side panel of the equipment rack, ensuring that
the inputs to the filter are physically isolated from the outputs.  Re-secure the castellated cable
termination panel to the side panels of the equipment rack.

Reconnect the 2 Green/Yellow earth wires from the castellated termination panel to the earth
bar.

Looking from the rear of the equipment rack pass 2 off the long free green/yellow earth wires
fitted with eyelet crimps through the front slot on the right-hand side of the equipment rack. 
These are the earth connections for the inner door and the front outercase door.  Pass the
remaining long green/yellow earth wire fitted with an eyelet crimp through the rear slot on the
right-hand side of the equipment rack.  This is the earth connection for the rear outercase door.

Feed the Mains connection cable through the cutout in the top plate and down the Pole ready
for connection to the Electricity Board's supply.  Fit the lower blanking panel to the front of the
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equipment rack. 

Reconnect the grey 4 way ribbon cable to PL11 on the backplane. Reconnect the blue, white
and brown wires to the backplane terminals marked 'N', 'DIM' and 'L' respectively, on "Mains
In."

Fit the DFM Lamp on the top centre of the right-hand side of the equipment rack facing
downwards, (see Figure 1B).

Connect the short free Green/Yellow earth wire fitted with an eyelet crimp to the earth stud on
the pole top plate, (see Figure 6.1.3.) and secure with an M5 spring washer and nut.

Refit the mains safety cover to the backplane.

Warning: Do not make any other electrical connections until the insulation tests
described in Section 6.4. Have been completed satisfactorily.  Connection of controller
to Electricity Board's supply should only be carried out by the local Electricity Board, or
its Agents.
6.1.7. Sealing the Pole

The base of the Pole below the electricity supply termination should now be sealed to prevent
the ingression of insects or gases, provided that the Electricity Board's supply has been
installed.

6.1.8. Installing the Outercase

Remove the inner door on the equipment rack if this has not already been done.  Fit a length of
foam strip (as shown in Figure 6.1.8) to the top of the pole, to provide a seal between the pole
and the outercase.

Open and remove the doors of the outercase.  Lower the outercase over the equipment rack if
fitted such that the red bezel is on the same side as the DFM lamp.  Secure the outercase

13
m

m

13mm

FIT SELF ADHESIVE FOAM

STRIP AS DIMENSIONED.

Figure 6.1.8. Position of foam strip
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using the 8 off M5 Allen headed screws and the nylon shoulder washers supplied in the fixing
kit (note that the shoulder should be on the underside of the pole). Refit the doors ensuring that
the M6 nylon washers are still in place on the hinge pins and connect the earth bonding cable
from each door to the earthing bar.
Note: When connecting the earth bonding leads ensure that the earth ring tag is on the stud
first, up against the door followed by the crinkle washer and the nut.

6.1.9. Fitting the Inner Door

Fit the 2 off M4 spacers in the positions shown in Figure 6.1.9.  Now fit the Inner Door by its
hinges using 2 off M4 x 10 Pan head screws and shakeproof washers in the positions shown in
Figure 6.1.9.  When fitted the inner door is secured to the spacers using 2 off M4 x 10 Pan
head screws.
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6.2. Midi Outercase Version

The midi outercase version is supplied in two component parts:-

- Galvanised Root and root gasket.
- Controller, (including fixing kit) mounted on a wooden pallet.

The controller Fixing Kit comprises of the following:-

Items Qty Where Used
Flat Headed Key 1 Outercase Door 
Yale 900 Key 2 Manual Panel Door 
S18 Key 2 Outercase Door and Swingframe

MICROSENSE

LSC

HIGHER

PHASE

LOWER

PHASE

MICROSENSE

PELI SP

MICROSENSE

CPU1

ACTIVE

/ERROR

RESET

PELI SPLSC CPU1
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DETECTOR

OPTIONAL

SPARE

HANDSET/OMU

DFM LAMP TEST

DFM RESET

DIMMER SELECT

CONT

VEH EXT

CONT

PED DEMANDSIGNALS

SCREW M4 x 18 MALE/FEMALE

SPACER INTO THIS POSITION
USING M4 SHAKEPROOF WASHER.

WASHER AND M4 x 10 SCREW.
SPACER AN USING M4 SHAKEPROOF

LOCK INTERNAL DOOR SHUT TO THIS

AFFIX INTERNAL DOOR HINGE TO

THIS POSITION USING AN M4

SHAKEPROOF WASHER AND AN

M4 x 10 SCREW.

AFFIX INTERNAL DOOR HINGE TO

THIS POSITION USING AN M4

SHAKEPROOF WASHER AND AN
M4 x 10 SCREW.

FRONT VIEW ON PELICAN

SCREW M4 x 18 MALE/FEMALE

SPACER INTO THIS POSITION
USING M4 SHAKEPROOF WASHER.

WASHER AND M4 x 10 SCREW.

SPACER AN USING M4 SHAKEPROOF

LOCK INTERNAL DOOR SHUT TO THIS

Figure 6.1.9. Inner Door Fixing Points
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The root should be concreted into the ground prior to the outercase being installed.  The
equipment swing frame may be removed from the outercase if required, although this should
not hamper installation as it can be swung open for increased assess to the inside of the
outercase.

6.2.1. Installing the Root

The root can now be concreted into the ground as per Figure 6.2.1.  Space must be left inside
the root for cables to be pulled into the controller.  It is essential that the root is installed flat and
level.  A spirit level should be used to check this.

Once the concrete has set the outercase may be installed.

6.2.2. Installing the Outercase

Installation of the outercase is the same whether the electronic modules have been removed or
not.

First ensure that the top surface of the root is clean and free from debris.  Apply a bead of
sealing compound (see below), 4 to 5 mm thick to the top face of the root and 10 to 15 mm in
from the outer edge.  Ensure that additional sealant is applied around the studs, approximately
10 mm from the studs.

Ensure that the lower face of the outercase is clean and free from debris.  Lower the outercase
onto the fixing studs, taking care that the case is lowered vertically so that the sealant is evenly
spread as the weight of the cabinet is lowered.

NOTE THAT THE SIZE AND WEIGHT OF THE OUTERCASE IS SUCH THAT TWO
PERSONS WILL NORMALLY BE REQUIRED TO DO THIS SAFELY.
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Polyurethane sealant is advised for use on the cabinet base joint, grey colour is to be
preferred.

A suitable type is 'Hylomar Polyurethane Sealant', available from:-

W M Canning Ltd Microsense Stock Code: ROOTSEAL
Marston Bentley Division
Cale Lane
Wigan
WN2 1JR

It should be noted that ordinary mastic or bathroom sealants are not recommended due to the
relatively short life in use of most of these products.

Open the outercase door and swing open the equipment frame, (if fitted), to give access to the
inside of the outercase.  WARNING: TAKE CARE THAT THE OUTERCASE DOES NOT TIP
FORWARD.  Secure the outercase to the root using the 4 off M10 nuts and washers supplied
with the root.

6.2.3. Electricity Board's Supply

The outercase must be fitted before the Electricity Board's supply can be terminated, as the
termination panels are inside the outercase, fitted to the rear of the case.

If fitted, the swing frame will need to be opened fully to gain access to the supply panel.

Warning: Connection of supply should only be carried out by the local Electricity Board,
or its Agents.

6.2.4. Installing the Equipment Swing Frame

The equipment swing frame will normally be installed in the outercase when the controller is
assembled in the factory.  However, if retrofitting is required the following procedure should be
adopted.
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Locate the two swing frame fixing brackets on the mounting studs, top and bottom on the right
hand side of the outercase and secure with 4 off M5 nuts and spring washers.  Note: The
studs are on the inside edge of the door recess.  Do not fully tighten the nuts securing the
brackets as some adjustments may be required whilst installing the frame.

The M5 nuts securing the 2 swing frame fixing brackets should now be re-tightened.
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There are six cableforms connecting each Pelican backplane to the associated termination
PCB in the controller. These are as follows:-

Termination PCB From MPC
backplane

No. of ways Position of Polarising
key

PL1 PL5 40 (IDC) Not fitted
PL2 PL9 10 (IDC)* Not fitted
PL3 PL10 10 (IDC) Not fitted
PL4 PL6 10 (IDT) 3
PL5 PL7 10 (IDT) Not fitted
PL6 PL8 10 (IDT) 5

The cableforms should be installed by routing around the right hand side of the rack to the
termination PCBs at the back.  Note that one of the 10-way cableforms is a twisted pair
(marked as an * in the above table). 

When the swinging equipment frame has been installed the manual panel connector may be
plugged into socket PL12 on the front of the backplane.

6.2.5. Earthing

Two earth leads are required, which should be connected from the outercase door and swing
frame earth studs to the cabinet earth stud securing them with the M4 nuts and shakeproof
washers.

6.2.6. Signal Cables and Termination

Cables should be pulled through the root to a length of approximately 2 metres and such that
the armouring can be secured to the CET bar.  The outer sheathing should be trimmed back to
just below the CET bar.  The armouring is then trimmed so that approximately 30 mm of it can
be secured to an appropriate CET gland, using a hose clip (not supplied).  The gland can then
be secured to an appropriate hole in the CET bar.  The inner sheath can then be trimmed to
reveal the individual insulated conductors.

Note: The individual conductors are connected to the terminal blocks on the controller
termination PCB on the rear of the outercase, (see Figure 6.2.4.).

Warning: Do not make any electrical connections until the insulation tests described in
Section 6.3. have been completed satisfactorily.  Connection of controller to Electricity
Board's supply should only be carried out by the local Electricity Board, or its Agents.

6.2.7. Sealing the Base

The base should be sealed after all equipment has been fitted, including the Electricity Board's
supply and the intersection cabling completed (but the individual conductors not necessarily
terminated).

Sand should be used initially to fill the root. Sealant should then be poured so that the top of
the sealant is approximately 50 mm below the bottom of the CET bars.  This will allow bolts
that secure the bars (which protude below the root) be removed without disturbing the seal. 
Note that an "L" shaped bar is provided, running centrally from the front to the rear of the root,
which should be used as a guide to the correct sealant level.
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Finally, the sealant should be poured until the root is completely filled to the top.  If required the
bolts that protrude below the root can be covered with a suitable material, such as grease, so
that after the sealant has set, the bolts can then be removed without disturbing the sealant.

6.3. Cable Insulation and Continuity Checks

The tests described here do not strictly form part of the Pelican Controller installation
procedures, and have been included only as a guide.  Refer to the appropriate authorities for
complete specifications covering such tests in your area.

Warning: The mains (or any other voltage) to any of the cables must be disconnected
before any of the tests described below are undertaken.

All loads (ie signal transformers, bleepers, etc.) must be disconnected from the cable at the
'neutral' side.
6.3.1. Insulation Tests
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The insulation resistance measured should be greater than 2 MΩ at 1000 V.

The tests to be performed are:-

- conductor to conductor
- conductor to earthing point
- conductor to cable armouring, if the armouring has not been connected to the earthing

point of the controller

6.3.2. Conductor Continuity Tests

This test is performed by connecting each conductor in turn to the 'neutral' conductor at the far
end and then measuring the resistance.  The resistance should be in agreement with that
expected when considering the cross-sectional area of the cable and its length.  An IEC plug
(not supplied) is also required.

6.3.3. Earth Continuity Test

This test to performed by connecting an approved test set and cannot adequately be
undertaken using an ordinary multimeter.  The test is usually performed by applying the mains
voltage to earth for a short time.  If mains is required from the Pelican, the IEC connector on
the Castellated cable termination panel (Small Outercase) or the mains supply rack (Large or
Midi Outercase) can be used since this is not protected by a circuit breaker.  Please note that
an 8 A fuse fitted next to the connector protects this circuit.

6.3.4. Aspect Loads

This test is performed when the cables are terminated at the aspects.  A DC measurement is
taken to ensure there are no short circuits of lamp transformers, etc.

6.3.5. Bonding

To comply with IEE regulations, all metalwork (ie poles, outercases, etc.) must be bonded to
the earth continuity conductor.  The resistance of all such bonds should be checked in a similar
manner to Section 6.3.3.

6.4. Connecting the Intersection Cabling

6.4.1. Cabling to the Small Outer Case

For new installations, it is recommended that the intersection cables are connected to the
controller in the following order for ease.  Refer to Figure 6.1.4. for MPC backplane terminals.

For connecting Mains to the controller make the following connections:-

Brown to 220 V or 240 V as required, (Mains Supply)
Blue to 0 V (next to 120 V)
White to 120 V, 140 V or 160 V as required, (Dimming Voltage)
4-way grey ribbon cable to PL11,
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6.4.1.1. Solar Cell

Warning: Failure to observe Section 6.4.4. could result in damage to the controller or
cabling

The connector for the solar cell is TB2 in Figure 6.1.4. and can be found at the bottom left of
the backplane.  Mains live and neutral are available to power the solar cell if required.  The
output from the solar cell is to be connected the point marked 'I/P' on TB2.

6.4.1.2. Lamp Drives

Warning: Failure to observe Section 6.3.4. could result in damage to the controller or
cabling.

The connectors for the lamp drivers are TB3 and TB4 and can be found at the bottom left of
the backplane.  Seven positions are available for the returns from the lA.  Two positions are
available for each of the four outputs for vehicle red.  Two positions are available for each of
the other driver outputs:-

Vehicle Red - VR1, VR2, VR3, VR4
Vehicle Amber - VA
Vehicle Green - VG
Pedestrian Red - PR
Wait Indicator - WAIT
Pedestrian Green - PG

6.4.1.3. Link/Remote Outputs

The outputs are on TB7 and TB8 located centrally on the backplane. Their usage will depend
on the particular installation.  Each of the two positions available for each output corresponds
to one side of a relay contact, such that in one state, the two positions will be a 'short circuit'
and in the other state an open circuit.  See Sections 3.7.4. and 4.5.2.

6.4.1.4. Bleeper Output

This connector is located to the bottom of TB7.  See Section 3.7.2.

6.4.1.5. Link/Remote and Pedestrian Pushbutton Outputs

These located on TB6. 0V is also available on this terminal block as given on the silk screen
for the signal returns.  See Section 3.6.1.

6.4.1.6. Detector Inputs

These are located centrally on TB5.  The detector inputs are numbered 0 to 4.  Detector inputs
are software configurable as to detect state and phase. Detector inputs 0 and 1 are hardwired
to the detector outputs 1 and 2 of slot 5 respectively.  If slot 5, (see Figure 6.6.) is unused, then
these inputs can be used as normal.  The full connections to a Microsense Detector card in slot
5 are detailed in 6.5.1.1. 0 V is also available as labelled for signal returns.

Note: Detector inputs 3 and 4 can be reconfigured for other uses, see Section 4.5.12.

Extra inputs D5-D8 are located on TB10 and TB11.  These are for use for special systems (eg
Speed Detection, PUFFIN etc.)
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6.4.1.7. Tactile Output (option)

This connector is TB12 and TB13 and is situated on the lower right side of the backplane. 
Each of the two positions corresponds to one side of an isolated relay.  The power for the
tactile device should be connected to one of the positions.  The tactile output is protected by
fuse F6.  See Sections 3.3. and 3.7.3.

6.4.1.8. Confirm Powerfail

The output from this relay is on TB8 and is located to the right of the backplane.  The relay will
present a closed circuit when power to the signals is removed.  This will happen when the
power is removed from the controller, or signals are switched off from any source.

6.4.1.9. Auxiliary 24 V Supply

This supply can be used to power ancillary equipment.  Connection to this supply can be made
on TB15, connector used for detectors fitted in the slot next to the CPU card, see Section
6.5.1.1.  The rating and fusing are detailed in Sections 3.2. and 3.3.

6.4.2. Cabling to the Midi case

For new installations, it is recommended that the intersection cables are connected to the
controller in the following order for ease.  For Mains and Dimming transformer inputs
connection is made directly to the MPC backplane as set out below. All other signal
connections are made to the termination PCB (see Figure 6.2.4.).

For connecting Mains to the controller make the following connections:-

Brown from Mains i/p Live on TB1 to 220 V or 240 V
Blue from Mains i/p Neutral on TB1 to 0 V (next to 120 V)
White from Mains i/p DIM on TB1 to 120 V, 140 V or 160 V as required, 
4 way IDT cable from  PL11 on the backplane to Dimming transformer as follows:-

core 1  - terminal marked 0 V
core 2 - terminal marked 9 V
core 3 - terminal marked 0 V
core 4 - terminal marked 18 V

6.4.2.1. Solar Cell

Warning: Failure to observe Section 6.4.4. could result in damage to the controller or
cabling.

The solar cell is connected to different terminals for pole or midi case versions.  For pole
mounted Pelicans, the solar cell is connected to TB2 on the backplane using "L" for the Live
supply to the cell (fuse is incorporated on backplane), "N" for the neutral supply to the cell and
"I/P" for the signal return or output from the cell.
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For Midi case versions, the Solar cell is connected to TB7 on the termination PCB, on the
upper three terminals.  Mains Live and Neutral are connected to the terminals marked L and N
respectively.  The output from the solar cell is to be connected to that marked "IP".

6.4.2.2. Lamp Drives

Warning: Failure to observe Section 6.3.4. could result in damage to the controller or
cabling.

These are to be found on terminal blocks TB7, TB8 and TB9 located to the centre of the
termination PCB.  Seven positions are available for the returns from the lA.  Two positions are
available for each of the four outputs for vehicle red.  Two positions are available for each of
the other driver outputs:-

Vehicle Red - VR1, VR2, VR3, VR4
Vehicle Amber - VA
Vehicle Green - VG
Pedestrian Red - PR
Wait Indicator - WAIT
Pedestrian Green - PG

6.4.2.3. Link/Remote Outputs

The outputs are located on TB3 and TB4 of the termination PCB.  Their usage will depend on
the particular installation.  Each of the two positions available for each output corresponds to
one side of a relay contact, such that in one state, the two positions will be a 'short circuit' and
in the other state an open circuit.  See Section 3.7.4. for electrical specifications.

6.4.2.4. Bleeper Output

This output is located towards the bottom of TB3 of the termination PCB.  See Section 3.7.2.
for electrical specifications.

6.4.2.5. Link/Remote and Pedestrian Pushbutton inputs

These are located on TB2 at the top of the terminal block of the termination PCB.  0 V is also
available beneath these two positions for signal returns.  See Section 3.6.1. for electrical
specifications.

6.4.2.6. Detector Inputs

There are nine inputs in total.  The first five inputs (0-4) are located at the top of TB1.  The last
four inputs (5-9) are located on TB11.  Detector inputs are software configurable as to detect
state and phase.  If slot 5 is unused, then these inputs can be used as normal.  The full
connections to a Microsense Detector card in slot 5 are detailed in Section 6.5.1.1.  0 V (used
for signal returns) is available below inputs 0-4.

Note: Detector inputs 3 and 4 can be reconfigured for other uses, see Section 4.5.12. 
Detector inputs 5-9 are not used unless Call ahead is used see Section 5.3.17. 
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6.4.2.7. Tactile Output (option)

This is located on TB10 of the termination PCB.  Each of the two positions corresponds to one
side of an isolated relay.  The power for the tactile device should be connected to one of the
positions.  The tactile output is protected by fuse F6.  See Sections 3.3. and 3.7.3.

6.4.2.8. Confirm Powerfail

The output from this relay is located to the bottom of TB4.  The relay will present a closed
circuit when power to the signals is removed.  This will happen when the power is removed
from the controller, or signals are switched off from any source.

6.4.2.9. Auxiliary 24 V Supply

This supply can be used to power ancillary equipment.  It is identified as the Detector Supply
which is located on TB12 and TB6.  The rating and fusing are detailed in Sections 3.2. and 3.3.

6.5. Installation and Connection of Ancillary Equipment

6.5.1. Detectors

6.5.1.1. Microsense Detector Card in next to CPU card

One Microsense 2 or 4 channel detector card can be used in the slot next to the CPU card
mating with the inbuilt connector on the Pelican backplane. (see Figure 1B).  The card is
hardwired to the 24 V supply and detector inputs.  Connections to the terminal blocks on the
termination PCB are made using 10-way ribbon cables.  The cable responsible for the loop
inputs is a twisted pair and connected between PL2 of the termination PCB and PL9 of the
backplane.  The other is between PL3 of the termination PCB and PL10 of the backplane.

6.5.1.1.1. Pole Mounted

The terminals are designated as below:-

TB14/1 Loop input channel 1
TB14/2 Loop input channel 1
TB14/3 Loop input channel 2
TB14/4 Loop input channel 2
TB14/5 Loop input channel 3
TB14/6 Loop input channel 3
TB14/7 Loop input channel 4
TB14/8 Loop input channel 4
TB14/9 Output, channel 1 Relay NC (ie OC for detect).  Hardwired see Section 6.4.1.6,

6.4.2.6
TB15/1 Output, channel 1 Relay NO/Opto +
TB14/10 Output, channel 2 Relay NC (ie OC for detect).  Hardwired see Section 6.4.1.6,

6.4.2.6
TB15/2 Output, channel 2 Relay NO/Opto +
TB15/3 Output, channel 3 Relay NC (ie OC for detect)
TB15/4 Output, channel 3 Relay NO/Opto +
TB15/5 Output, channel 4 Relay NC (ie OC for detect)
TB15/6 Output, channel 4 Relay NO/Opto +
TB15/7 Reset Detector
TB15/8 Output Common - Hardwired to 0 V
TB15/9 24 V Auxiliary for use with ancillary equipment
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TB15/10 0 V Auxiliary for use with ancillary equipment

6.5.1.1.2. Midi Case

The terminals are designated as below:-

TB5/1 Loop input channel 1
TB5/2 Loop input channel 1
TB5/3 Loop input channel 2
TB5/4 Loop input channel 2
TB5/5 Loop input channel 3
TB5/6 Loop input channel 3
TB5/7 Loop input channel 4
TB5/8 Loop input channel 4
TB5/9 Output, channel 1 Relay NC (ie OC for detect).  Hardwired see Section 6.4.1.6,

6.4.2.6
TB5/10 Output, channel 1 Relay NO/Opto +
TB6/1 Output, channel 2 Relay NC (ie OC for detect).  Hardwired see Section 6.4.1.6,

6.4.2.6.
TB6/2 Output, channel 2 Relay NO/Opto +
TB6/3 Output, channel 3 Relay NC (ie OC for detect)
TB6/4 Output, channel 3 Relay NO/Opto +
TB6/5 Output, channel 4 Relay NC (ie OC for detect)
TB6/6 Output, channel 4 Relay NO/Opto +
TB6/7 Reset Detector
TB6/8 Output Common - Hardwired to 0 V
TB6/9 24 V Auxiliary for use with ancillary equipment
TB6/10 0 V Auxiliary for use with ancillary equipment

6.5.1.2. Detector in a Spare Slot

For Pole mounted Pelicans there is a space beside each Pelican backplane for an additional
detector.  For single Pelicans an expansion rack may be fitted providing a further 8" of space
for additional detectors.

For single Midi case Pelicans there is approximately 8" of space for additional detection.  In
dual Midis an additional 19" rack is required for  additional detection.

Connect the detector loop inputs according to the manufacturer's instructions.  The outputs
from the detector card can be connected to the Pelican as detailed in Section 6.4.1.6 (pole
mounted) or 6.4.2.6, 6.5.3 (Midi case).  The auxiliary 24 V supply can be connected to power
the detector card, see Section 6.4.1.9 (pole mounted) or Section 6.4.2.9 (Midi case).
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6.5.2. Dual or Second Pelican

6.5.2.1. Fitting the Hardware (Small Outercase version)

Normally, the second Pelican will be factory fitted by Microsense.  If retrofitting is required, the
following procedure should be adopted:-

Note: A large MAINS/DIM Transformer must be used.  Contact Microsense for details.

- Switch off the mains and isolate the controller.

- Remove the inner door and upper blanking panel.

- Fit the horizontal extrusions to form the expansion rack if not already fitted.  (The
outercase must be removed for this.)

- Fit the plastic card guides in the same position as that for the existing Pelican.

- Fit the backplane ensuring all the fixing holes are utilised.

- Fit an additional 4-way IDT cable from PL11 on the backplane to the dimming
transformer as follows:

core 1 - terminal marked 0 V
core 2 - terminal marked 9 V
core 3 - terminal marked 0 V
core 4 - termianl marked 18 V

- Using a brown wire (30/0.25) connect from TB1 'Mains o/p - L' on the first backplane to
TB1 'Mains i/p - L' on the second backplane.

- Using a blue wire (30/0.25) connect from TB1 'Mains o/p - N' on S25 on the first
backplane to TB1 'Mains i/p - N' on the second backplane.

- Using a white wire (30/0.25) connect from 'TB1 Mains o/p - DIM' on the first backplane
to TB1 'Mains i/p - DIM' on the second backplane.

- Remove the lower blanking panel (see Figure 1B).

- Using green/yellow wires (63/0.2) connect 'MW' and '0V' of TB1 on the second
backplane to the earthing bar.

- Refit the lower blanking panel.

- Connect TB8 '+' and '-' on the second backplane to the corresponding positions of TB8
on the first backplane.
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6.5.2.2. Dual Pelican in a Midi Outercase

When fitting a second Pelican in a Midi Outercase an extra 6 cableforms and terminal blocks
are required for connection of intersection cables as described in Sections 6.2.4. and 6.2.6.

6.5.2.3. Connection as a Dual Pelican (Small Outer Case)

- If the installation is to be used as a dual Pelican, one Pelican must become the 'master'
and the other the 'slave' to avoid the possibility of both pedestrian phases being green
at the same time. If not, this item of installation is unnecessary.

- Refer to Section 5.1.1.4 and set the appropriate switch on one or other of the CPU
cards.  N.B: It is of no consequence which is 'master' and which is 'slave'.

- Connect both sides of LKVG on TB8 on the first termination PCB to LKHVP and '0V' on
the second termination PCB.

- Connect both sides of LKVG on the second termination PCB to LKHVP and 0V on TB6
on the first termination PCB.

- Using the Engineer's Terminal, check the active state of 'LKHVP' on both Pelicans is
short circuit (LLA:SC[enter]).

- This handbook now applies to the second Pelican as well as the first.

See Section 5.3.17 if Call Ahead facilities are required.

6.5.2.4. Connection as a Dual Pelican (Midi Case)

- If the installation is to be used as a dual Pelican, one Pelican must become the 'master'
and the other the 'slave' to avoid the possibility of both pedestrian phases being green
at the same time. If not, this item of installation is unnecessary.

- Refer to Section 5.1.1.4 and set the appropriate switch on one or other of the CPU
cards.  Note: It is of no consequence which is 'master' and which is 'slave'.

- Connect both sides of TB4 'VG LINK' on the first termination PCB to TB2 'LNK HVP'
and '0 V' on the second termination PCB.

- Connect both sides of TB4 'VG LINK' on the second termination PCB to TB2 'LNK
HVP' and '0 V' on the first termination PCB.

- Using the Engineer's Terminal, check the active state of 'link HVP' on both Pelicans to
short circuit (LLA:SC).

- This handbook now applies to the second Pelican as well as the first.

See Section 5.3.17 if Call Ahead facilities are required.
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6.5.3. Speed Measurement Equipment

The 'green extension request' output from the speed measurement equipment can be wired to
any of the detector inputs of 6.4.1.6 (Pole mount) or 6.4.2.6, 6.5.3. (Midi case).  Note, however,
the hardwiring detailed in 6.5.1.1.  See also document number 89-7018-8.00, connection of
SD/SA equipment to MPC.

When using speed measurement equipment, a non zero extension time must be set for the
input connected to the detector input of the Pelican. For Microsense equipment the value
should be set to 0.1 second.

The fault output of the speed measuring equipment should be connected directly to the DFM
lamp for non UTC applications (DFM "+" and "-" on TB8 for Pole mounted versions, or TB4 for
Midi case versions) or to an unused detector input for inclusion in DFM monitoring for UTC
applications.

6.5.4. Integral Remote Monitoring Unit (IRMU)

Refer to the documents listed in section 4.1.2.7.

6.6. Connecting the Mains to the Controller

Ensure that any equipment, panels or cards that may be removed are properly replaced.

Place the signals on/off switch on the manual panel to the off position.

Place the circuit breaker (on the Castellated panel for pole mounted version or the power panel
for midi case) to the 'O' (off) position.

The Live (Red), Neutral (Black) and Earth (Green/Yellow) tails can now be connected to the
Electricity Board's supply.

6.7. Configuration Checklist

6.7.1. Hardware

6.7.1.1. CPU Card Setup

See Section 5.1.1.

Note:  It is important to ensure that the CPU NiCad battery is sufficiently charged before the
equipment is put into service.  This may be achieved by leaving the equipment powered up for
a minimum of 24 hours.  See Section 6.8.

6.7.1.2. Pelican Special Card Set-up

See Section 5.1.2.

6.7.1.3. Hardware Functions

See Section 4.4.
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6.7.2. Software (See also Section 5.2.)

If this is the first time that data is to be entered, the command RFL = 99 must be entered
before any of the set-up is attempted.

Note: Check RFL=99 is not inhibited by SW2 on the CPU card - see Section 5.1.1.6

6.7.2.1. Detectors

Function Commands See Section

Adding/Deleting a detector ADP/ 5.3.1.1.
Including/Excluding in the DFM scan DFM/ 5.3.1.1.

Setting DFM times DFA/ 5.3.1.1.
DFI/ 5.3.1.1.

Setting Extension times EXT/ 5.3.1.1.

Setting Call/Cancel facility DCL/ 5.3.1.1.
DCN/ 5.3.1.1.

Setting Detector active state DAC/ 5.3.1.1.

6.7.2.2. Linking

Link Function Command See Section

Overriding linking inputs LOV 5.3.1.3

6.7.2.2.1. Linking to an Intersection Controller (LOCAL Linking)

Function Commands See Section

Continuous Artificial Ped demand - 4.4.4
Delay release time of Hold Vehicle period LLD 5.3.1.3
Window Timer LLW 5.3.1.3
Override of Hold Vehicle Period and Ped demands LLO 5.3.1.3
Active State of Hold Vehicle Period LLA 5.3.1.3

6.7.2.2.2. Linking to a Computer (via an Outstation Transmission Unit)

Function Commands See Section

Continuous Artificial Ped demand - 4.4.4
Delay release time of Hold Vehicle period RLD 5.3.1.3.
Window Timer RLW 5.3.1.3.
Override of Hold Vehicle Period and Ped demands RLO 5.3.1.3.
Active State of Hold Vehicle Period RLA 5.3.1.3.
Dual Vehicle Period DVP 5.3.1.3.
Fallback to CLF from Remote HVP RCL 5.3.3.
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6.7.2.3. Timing Sets

The use of LS1 through to LS7 and MAX MUST be preceded by the setting of TSS.

Function Commands See Section

Select the timing set to view or change TSS 5.3.2
Vehicle Green
(fixed Vehicle Period mode: TSS = 1-4) LS1 5.3.2.1/2
Vehicle Green
(VA mode: minimum Green time; TSS = 5-8) LS1 or MIN/V 5.3.2.1/2
(VA mode: maximum Green time; TSS = 5-8) MAX/V 5.3.2
All Red time (Gap change) LS3/G 5.3.2.1/2
All Red time (Forced change) LS3/F 5.3.2.1/2
All Red time (Linking change) LS3/L 5.3.2.1/2
Pedestrian Full Green time LS4 5.3.2.1/2
Vehicle Red/Ped Flash Green time LS5 5.3.2.1/2
Vehicle Flash Amber/Ped Flash Green time LS6 5.3.2.1/2
Vehicle Flash Amber/Ped Red time LS7 5.3.2.1/2

6.7.2.4. Timeswitches and Master Time Clock

Function Commands See Section

Timeswitches - 'Day' code TDY/ 5.3.3.
- Time of Introduction TTD/ 5.3.3.

(hrs:mins:sec)
- Timeset to introduce TTS/ 5.3.3.
- Suppress or reintroduce bleeper TSB/ 5.3.3.
- Delete or reintroduce in DFM Scan TDM/ 5.3.3.
- CLF plan number TCL/ 5.3.3.

CLF - Set PREVENT period CLP/ 5.3.3.
- Set PREVENT EXCEPT (ISOLATE) CLX/ 5.3.3.

period
- Set WINDOW period CLW/ 5.3.3.

Fall back to CLF from remote HVP RCL 5.3.3.
Change to Timing set is use TSI 5.3.2.

Set the Time of Day TOD 5.3.3.
Set the Date CAL 5.3.3.
Set Summertime Advance/Retard BST 5.3.3.
Run under Crystal derived time of day XTL 5.3.3.
(temporarily)
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6.7.2.5. Miscellaneous

Function Commands See Section

Setting the Vehicle Red Monitor VRM 5.3.5.
Solar Cell Filter Time DSF 5.3.1.3.
Allocate detector input to other AD3/ 5.3.1.2.
function

AD4/ 5.3.1.2.
Allocate relay output to other function APR/ 5.3.4.

AWR/ 5.3.4.

6.8. Switching the Controller On

Set up the hardware as in Section 5.1.  Ensure all fuses are correctly fitted (see Section 3.3.).

Ensure that any equipment, panels or cards that may have been removed are properly
replaced.

Place the signals on/off switch on the manual panel to the off position.

Place the circuit breaker (on the Castellated panel for pole mounted version or power panel for
Midi case) to the '1' on position.

The ACTIVE/ERROR LED on the CPU card is a guide to the state of the software.  See
Section 7.3.1.

Refer to Section 6.7 for setting up of the software functions of the controller.

Do not attempt to switch the signals on/off switch on the manual panel to the on
position until this has been done.

Note: If the battery on the CPU card is flat, then this can cause the Hardware Green conflict
monitor on the Peli special card to latch a green conflict at power on.  This can be seen the by
Engineer's Terminal by FLF[enter].  The item FLF:GCH:[number] will increase in value each
time the item is accessed.  Leave the controller on for at least 60 seconds.  The fault can then
be cleared by turning off from the circuit breaker for about one second, then turning on again. 
RFL = 2[enter] will then clear the fault log.

The battery will be fully charged after ten days maximum.
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7. MAINTENANCE

7.1. Introduction

It is possible for a third party to maintain the Pelican to the first line level, corresponding to fault
finding module or cards.  To maintain the quality and integrity of the product, faulty modules or
cards should be returned to Microsense or their approved agents for repair.

Warning: Use of components other than those permitted, or modifications or
enhancements that have not been authorised by Microsense Systems Limited may
invalidate the type approval of this product.

7.2. Replaceable Items Under First Line Maintenance

Warning: The mains supply to the controller should be switched off and isolated before
any items are replaced.

The modules and cards that may be replaced at the first line maintenance level are:- (refer to
Figure 1B.)

- Castellated cable termination panel (Small Outercase version)
- Backplane - Note different types are used for SOC/Midi
- Termination PCB (Midi case version)
- CPU card
- Lamp switch card
- Pelican special card
- Manual Panel - Note different types are used for SOC/Midi
- Mains/Dim transformer

The other items that may be replaced at the first line maintenance level are:-

- Ribbon cable connecting looms (Midi case version)
- Fuses (see Section 3.3. for fuse rating and locations)
- DFM Lamp (see Section 3.7.5.)
- RCCB on the Castellated cable termination panel or mains supply rack
- CET cable termination bar (Midi case version)

7.2.1. Replacement of First Line Maintainable Items

Except for below, all items in 7.2. can be removed by reversing the appropriate procedures in
Section 6.

7.2.1.1. Castellated Cable Termination Panel (Small Outercase Version)

Warning: Isolate the mains from the controller before attempting this procedure.

Refer to Figure 1B.

Remove the 4 off M4 screws securing the panel to the frame.

Remove the mains filter from the side of the frame.

Remove the Green/Yellow earthing wire from the earthing bar.
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Remove the lower blanking panel, the slot blanking panel, the Lamp switch card and the
manual panel.

Remove the wiring from the Castellated Cable Termination Panel to the Mains/Dim
transformer.

Remove the wiring from the Castellated Cable Termination Panel to the backplane.

Remove the tails either form the circuit breaker on the Castellated cable termination panel or
from the Electricity Board's termination as appropriate.

Refitting is the reverse of this procedure.  Refer to 7.2.1.2. for reconnecting the Mains/Dim
transformer.

7.2.1.2. Mains/Dim Transformer (Small Outercase version)

Remove the following items:-

- The inner door
- The lower blanking panel
- The manual panel
- The Lamp Switch card
- The slot blanking panel

Remove the connections from the wiring loom to the transformer.

Remove the 3 off M4 securing bolts and washers from the transformer base.

The replacement procedure is the reverse of the above.  The cabling is connected as in
Section 6.6.  Replace all items removed above.

7.3. Fault Finding

Fault finding techniques rely on module or card replacement principles.

7.3.1. CPU Card Integrity

The flashing rate of the ACTIVE/ERROR LED on the CPU card indicates the state of that card
and is interpreted as follows:-

ACTIVE/ERROR LED Meaning

flash at 2 sec rate Software is functioning (controller can be interrogated using an
Engineer's Terminal.  See Section 5.2.).

flash at 0.2 sec rate Configuration switch on the CPU card is incorrectly set, (see
Section 5.1.1.) or the Pelican sequence has been changed to
the Pedestrian sequence (or vice versa).  See Section 5.1.1. 
Software is functioning (controller can be interrogated using
Engineer's Terminal.  See Section 5.2.).

permanently on or off Watchdog has produced a reset (controller can be interrogated
using an Engineer's Terminal) or software is not functioning. 
(Suspect the CPU card as being faulty.)

If the software is functioning, the Engineer's Terminal can be used to find other faults that may
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be present, not only with the Pelican but with ancillary equipment, such as Detector Faults.

7.3.2. Hardware Green Conflict Monitor Latched

This circuit is located on the Peli special card and when latched will lock out the signals on/off
relay.  The condition is indicated by FLF:GCH:[number] on the handset where [number]
increases each time the item is accessed.

To clear the condition:-

- Turn the manual panel signals on/off switch to off
- Turn the controller off then on
- Using the Engineer's Terminal, type RFL = 2 [enter] (the FLF command will respond

FLF:CLEAR)
- Turn the manual panel signals on/off switch to on

7.3.3. Red Lamp Monitor

The failure of all lamps on an individual vehicle red output is indicated by FLF:RED:1.  It is
possible to determine which vehicle red output has failed (and hence which approach) by using
the VRM command. An "F" in one of the four bits indicates a failure on that circuit.  The
controller may be manually reset using an Engineer's Terminal (RFL = 2) (and so go through
the startup sequence and tests) before the aspects can be turned on, assuming the startup
tests are successful.  Alternatively the signals can be made to come on by the following
sequence:

- Turn the mains on/off switch on the castellated panel (Small Outercase
version), or on the mains rack (Midi Outercase version) to off, then on.

- Turn the manual panel signals on/off switch to off.
- Turn the manual panel signals on/off switch on.  The signals will then start up

normally.

For Midi case Pelicans the four outputs are VR1-VR4 and are located on TB9 on the terminal
PCB (see Figure 6.2.4).  Each of VR1-VR4 has two screw terminal block positions.

For the Small Outer Case the outputs VR1-VR4 are located on TB4 on the backplane (see
Figure 6.1.4.).
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7.4. Spares

7.4.1. Fuses

All fuses are 20 mm in length.

Location Type Microsense Part Number

Castellated panel or mains supply rack 8 A QB FN208000
Lamp switch card (LSC) 6.3 A HRC FRC206300
Peli special card (PELISP) 100 mA QB FN20100
Backplane F1 2 A AS FS202000

F2 800 mA AS FS20800
F3 2 A AS FS202000
F4 250 mA QB FN20250
F5 (option) 4 A QB FN204000
F6 (option) 1.25 A AS FS201250
F7 100mA QB FN20100
F8 100mA QB FN20100

7.4.2. Modules

Item Microsense Part Number

Pole MPCPOLE
Small Outercase MPCCASE
Small Mains/Dim Transformer (MPC1 only) MPCTXSMALL
Large Mains/Dim Transformer MPCTXLARGE
Equipment Rack (Small Outercase) MPCRACK
Castellated Power Panel (Small Outercase) MPCCPPM
Manual Panel Module MPCCMP
Backplane (SOC) MPCBP3
Backplane (Midi) MPCBP2
Termination PCB MPCTERM
CPU1 Card MPCCPU1
Lamp Switch Card (LSC) MPCLSC
Pelican Special Card (PELISP) MPCPELISP
Midi Outercase root MIDIROOT
Mains supply rack (Midi Outercase) MPCPPM19

7.4.3. Sundry Spares

Item Microsense Part Number

DFM Lamp MEDFMLAMP
This Handbook MPCHANDBOOK
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8. INSTALLATION CONFIGURATION DETAILS

The following sheets may be reproduced at the discretion of the user:-

Installation details   

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................

Code Value Default Code Value Default
EXT/0
EXT/1
EXT/2
EXT/3
EXT/4

DCL/0
DCL/1
DCL/2
DCL/3
DCL/4

DCN/0
DCN/1
DCN/2
DCN/3
DCN/4

DAC/0
DAC/1
DAC/2
DAC/3
DAC/4

DFA/PPB
DFA/0
DFA/1
DFA/2
DFA/3
DFA/4
DFA/PB1

DFI/PPB
DFI/0
DFI/1
DFI/2
DFI/3
DFI/4
DFI/PB1

 

1.5
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

OC
OC
OC
OC
OC

30M
30M
30M
30M
30M
30M
30M

18H
18H
18H
18H
18H
18H
18H

DFM/PPB
DFM/0
DFM/1
DFM/2
DFM/3
DFM/4
DFM/PB1
ADP/0
ADP/1
ADP/2
ADP/3
ADP/4

AD3
AD4
WKS

LOV
LLD
LLW
LLO
LLA
RLD
RLW
RLO
RLA
DVP
CAT/L
CAT/D
BST

AWR
APR
VRM
DSF
TSS
TSI

RSN

*

ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
V
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

NORMAL
NORMAL
1

0
0.2
7 (1.8 Vers 5)
100
SC
0.2
7 (1.8 Vers 5)
100
SC
99
26
22
13:43

NORMAL
NORMAL
1111
10
1
1 if FVP
5 if VA
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* A value, set here, is subject to overwriting by the timeswitches.

for TSI = 1 (FVP) for TSI = 5 (VA)
Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

UNUSED
UNUSED

Default
25.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0

Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

Default
7.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0
40.0

for TSI = 2 (FVP) for TSI = 6 (VA)
Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

UNUSED
UNUSED

Default
25.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0

Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

Default
7.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0
40.0

for TSI = 3 (FVP) for TSI = 7 (VA)
Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

UNUSED
UNUSED

Default
25.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0

Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

Default
7.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0
40.0

for TSI = 4 (FVP) for TSI = 8 (VA)
Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

UNUSED
UNUSED

Default
25.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0

Code
LS1 (MIN/V)
LS2
LS3/G
LS3/F
LS3/L
LS4 (MIN/P)
LS5
LS6
LS7
MAX/V
MAX/P

Value

UNUSED

Default
7.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
7.0
2.0 OR 8.0
8.0 OR 2.0
2.0
40.0
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Code Value Default Code Value Default
TDY/1
TTD/1
TTS/1
TSB/1
TDM/1
TCL/1

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/8
TTD/8
TTS/8
TSB/8
TDM/8
TCL/8

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/2
TTD/2
TTS/2
TSB/2
TDM/2
TCL/2

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/9
TTD/9
TTS/9
TSB/9
TDM/9
TCL/9

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/3
TTD/3
TTS/3
TSB/3
TDM/3
TCL/3

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/10
TTD/10
TTS/10
TSB/10
TDM/10
TCL/10

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/4
TTD/4
TTS/4
TSB/4
TDM/4
TCL/4

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/11
TTD/11
TTS/11
TSB/11
TDM/11
TCL/11

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/5
TTD/5
TTS/5
TSB/5
TDM/5
TCL/5

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/12
TTD/12
TTS/12
TSB/12
TDM/12
TCL/12

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/6
TTD/6
TTS/6
TSB/6
TDM/6
TCL/6

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/13
TTD/13
TTS/13
TSB/13
TDM/13
TCL/13

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/7
TTD/7
TTS/7
TSB/7
TDM/7
TCL/7

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/14
TTD/14
TTS/14
TSB/14
TDM/14
TCL/14

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99
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Code Value Default Code Value Default
TDY/15
TTD/15
TTS/15
TSB/15
TDM/15
TCL/15

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/18
TTD/18
TTS/18
TSB/18
TDM/18
TCL/18

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/16
TTD/16
TTS/16
TSB/16
TDM/16
TCL/16

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/19
TTD/19
TTS/19
TSB/19
TDM/19
TCL/19

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/17
TTD/17
TTS/17
TSB/17
TDM/17
TCL/17

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

TDY/20
TTD/20
TTS/20
TSB/20
TDM/20
TCL/20

SUN
00:00:00

99
99
99
99

Code Value Default Code Value Default
CLP/1
CLX/1
CLW/1

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/5
CLX/5
CLW/5

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/2
CLX/2
CLW/2

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/6
CLX/6
CLW/6

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/3
CLX/3
CLW/3

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/7
CLX/7
CLW/7

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/4
CLX/4
CLW/4

0.1
0.1
0.1

CLP/8
CLX/8
CLW/8

0.1
0.1
0.1

RCL OFF

Processor Card (CPU)

Bit
Position

Function 'On' Value Default

8
7
6
5
4
3

2
1

VA equipment
VA mode/Pretimed Max mode
Speed measurement equipment
Master/slave
Pelican/Pedestrian sequence
Use expanded inputs

Protect from RFL = 99
Parity bit

Equipment fitted
Pretimed Max mode
Equipment fitted
Slave
See Sect 5.1.1.5
Call ahead via DET5-
7
Protect
see Section 5.1.1.7

ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
ON
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Pelican Special Card Setup

Links Made Default
LK1 Link o/p Vehicle green normally closed
LK2 Link o/p Vehicle green normally open
LK3 Remote source solar cell override open circuit
LK4 Remote source solar cell override closed circuit
LK5 'dim' signal from link i/p dim
LK6 'dim' signal from solar cell
LK7 Remote source cont. art ped dem. & open circuit
LK8 Remote source cont.art ped dem. & short circuit
LK9 Manual Panel Setup
LK10 Bleeper Enable
*LK11 Disable PG/VG Sense
LK12 Link o/p Wait open circuit
LK13 Link o/p Wait short circuit
LK14 Signals Override
LK15 Confirm Pedestrian Green open circuit
LK16 Confirm Pedestrian Green short circuit
LK17 Link o/p Dim open circuit
LK18 Link o/p Dim short circuit
LK19 Link Dim Driver connection to Bleeper
LK20 Link Dim Driver connection to Bright/Dim 
LK21 Solar Cell O/R to Link Dim Driver enable

set

set

set

set
set
set

set

set

set

* Warning:-  LK11 must NEVER be fitted under any circumstances for Pelican
applications as a potentially dangerous situation WILL result. 

Manual Panel Setup

Switches Made Default

Signals On/Off
Continuous artificial pedestrian demand
Continuous Vehicle extension
Dim override
FVP/VA

OFF
OFF
OFF

NORMAL
VA
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